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GENNADY F. KUTSEV:  
MILESTONES OF HIS ACADEMIC  
AND CREATIVE WORK

80th Anniversary

Gennady Kutsev has the nature of a creator, 
even the Creator (with a capital letter). Mere 
listing of his achievements, concise and 
short, takes whole pages in encyclopaedias 
and books.

He is a pioneer, although, not a literal one, 
as he has not discovered new lands and coun-
tries. Yet so many times, he started something 
new, created, co-founded different projects, 
which has earned him this title. Thanks to him, 
our country has rehabilitated the sociology as 
a science. During his time as a Deputy Min-
ister of Secondary Special and Higher Educa-
tion of the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist 
Republic (RSFSR), as well as a Deputy Chair-
man of the USSR State Committee for Public 
Education, Gennady Kutsev made the histor-
ical decision to include Sociology into the 
official list of the Higher Attestation Commis-
sion, which gained sociology public status.

In Tyumen, he initiated the establishment of the branch of the Institute of Sociology 
of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Science and Education Centre of the Russian 
Academy of Education, and the doctoral theses examining board among many others. 
This all has undoubtedly strengthened the region’s positions in the academic sphere.

Besides all that, Gennady Kutsev is the true pater, or father, of not only his chil-
dren, but the whole University of Tyumen. UTMN is not alma-mater, but alma-pa-
ter — probably, the only one of its kind. Gennady Kutsev made every possible effort 
to start the University. He has given it wings, shown the correct direction, and he 
continues to lead it forward, no matter what it takes.

It all started on 17 September 1938, when Gennady Kutsev was born at the 
Ushumun station in the Amur Region.

He graduated a vocational school for young workers in 1956, when he worked 
as a carver at the Uyar mica factory.

Same year, he entered the agronomy faculty of the Irkutsk Agricultural Institute. 
Having graduated with honours, he became the chief agronomist of the Lenin col-
lective farm in the Irkutsk Region.
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Since 1963, Gennady Kutsev worked on the issues of the Young Communist 
League (Komsomol) in Irkutsk and Moscow. In 1969, having finished his post-
graduate studies at Irkutsk State University, he presented his Ph.D. alike (Candidate 
of Philosophical Sciences) thesis.

Since 1970, Gennady Kutsev worked at the Irkutsk Pedagogical Institute as a 
Senior Lecturer, an Associate Professor at the Department of Philosophy, and the 
Dean of the English Faculty. There, at that institute, he organised the first (in East-
ern Siberia) laboratory for sociological studies.

In 1976–1980, he worked at Krasnoyarsk State University as the Head of the 
Department of Philosophy and the Vice-Rector for Studies and Teaching. In 1978, 
he presented his doctoral thesis (in philosophy), and in 1980, he was awarded the 
academic title of Professor.

In 1981, Gennady Kutsev was appointed the rector of Tyumen State University 
(currently the University of Tyumen, UTMN).

In 1987, he was transferred to the RSFSR Ministry of Secondary Special and 
Higher Education as a Deputy Minister. In 1988, he became a Deputy Chairman 
for the USSR State Committee of National Education, where he worked until the 
end of 1991, when he became the Head of the Department of Philosophy and So-
ciology at the Timiryazev Agricultural Academy.

In 1992, Gennady Kutsev returned (this time, elected) to the position of the rec-
tor of the University of Tyumen. He was later re-elected in 1997 and 2002.

Since 1998, he has been the permanent editor-in-chief of the Tyumen State Uni-
versity Herald (even after the journal’s reorganisation in 2014).

In 2007–2012, Gennady Kutsev was the President of the University of Tyumen. 
At this time, he also fulfilled the duties of a Consulting Professor at the Department 
of General and Economic Sociology.

Since October 2012, Gennady Kutsev has been a Research Advisor of the Uni-
versity of Tyumen.

Since 2015, he is a full-time member of the Russian Academy of Education. He 
has joined the Department of Vocational Education working on the Economics and 
Sociology of Vocational Education. 

Gennady Kutsev has many professional interests, which include
 � sociological problems of professional education in the contemporary global 
and informational world;

 � the fundamental principles for modernisation of the Russian vocational ed-
ucation (its all stages and levels are studied in an integrated context);

 � the methodological and organisational foundations for the integration of 
educational institutions of vocational education of various levels, as well as 
the network principles of their interaction;

 � methodological approaches to projecting vocational education systems in 
larger regions in connection with the development of the regional economy 
in the long term;

 � the contradictions in the management system of the vocational education, 
excessive centralisation of functions and management resources, the neces-
sity of their redistribution in the regional authorities’ favour;
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 � the model of a classical university as a regional centre for education, research, 
and culture;

 � the problems of the market for educational services, ensuring universities’ 
financial stability;

 � economic aspects of distance education development;
 � the history of charity and philanthropy in Russia and the problems of form-
ing and using the universities’ endowment funds;

 � the methods for monitoring the universities’ financial situation and the di-
versification of the budgets;

 � forming teachers’ practically oriented research activities in the multi-tier 
university education;

 � developing the models and technologies for indicative monitoring the regions’ 
innovative environment;

 � high school students’ value orientations.
Prof. Gennady Kutsev has published more than two hundred and fifty research and 

teaching works, including twelve books, and the first Russian electronic handbook of 
sociology with multimedia support. His Hirsch index equals 16 (as of 2017).

Under his academic guidance, ten doctors and forty-four candidates of sciences 
received their degrees.

When writing his academic and other works, he uses as his pen name Sha-
franov-Kutsev, highlighting, thus, his admiration for both his mother and father.

In total, Gennady Shafranov-Kutsev headed the University of Tyumen for twen-
ty years (in 1981–1987 and 1992–2007).

Organized in 1973, UTMN has become one of the leading Russian classical univer-
sities and a member of the Eurasian Universities Association (EUA). His greatest 
achievement is the creation of the modern model of a regional university with a devel-
oped geographically dispersed infrastructure. He has also created 34 new specialities.

Up to 40,000 students study at all forms of education (day and evening classes). 
He has helped to establish the International Institute of Finance, Management, and 
Business; the Institute of State and Law; the Pedagogical Institute; the Internation-
al Linguistic Centre; the academic gymnasium for teaching gifted children, which 
is listed among the 25 best schools in Russia.

The many departments of the University of Tyumen contribute to its effective 
organisation of the educational process: the Centre for Information Technologies, 
Internet Centre, the Laboratory of Multimedia Education Facilities, Information 
and Library Centre, UTMN Publishing House, the joint editorial board of research 
journals TSU Herald, the Museum Association, the Centre for Regional Reference 
Books, the Research Institute of Ecology and Natural Resource Management, Tyu-
men Regional Centre of the Federation of Internet Education, UTMN regional 
social and political weekly journal, design centre, certification centre, car centre, 
pharmacy, art salon and many others.

University of Tyumen has repeatedly won the All-Russian competition Russian 
Organisation of Higher Social Efficiency in the Science and Education category. 
In May 2002, the university received the gold award of l’Association de l`assistance 
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à l’industrie de la France (SPI) for the high quality and competitiveness of the ed-
ucational services provided. As its previous leader and current advisor, Gennady 
Kutsev was awarded a special certificate and a gold badge as a recognition of his 
personal contribution to the organisation’s strategic management.

The University of Tyumen takes an active part in the city’s life, restoring old 
buildings and construction new ones in Tyumen’s historical centre, hosting com-
petitions, concerts, charity events, and many others.

The first in Tyumen rose garden bloomed in this university; uniquely illustrated 
editions, which would make most publishing companies proud, appeared here; and 
the university’s walls are decorated with unique hand-drawn paintings.

Even today, the University of Tyumen is one of the top Russian universities 
corresponding to all the state requirements for teaching students and postgraduates. 
All these achievements leave no time to relax and wait.

During his life, Gennady Kutsev has become 
 � the Chairman of the Tyumen branch of the Russian Academy of Social Sciences;
 � the Chairman of the Council of the Department of Education and Science;
 � a member of the Public Chamber of the Tyumen Region;
 � the initiator of three regional encyclopaedias in 12 volumes;
 � the editor-in-chief of the research journal TSU Herald. Social, Economic, 
and Law Research;

 � the initiator of publishing the sociological journal Siberian Socium, both in 
Russian and English;

 � an honoured activist for Russian science;
 � an honorary Tyumen citizen;
 � an honorary Doctor of Sociology at the University of Wolverhampton (UK);
 � a Professor Emeritus at Surgut State University;
 � an honorary Doctor at the University of Daugavpils (Latvia);
 � and a member of the Union of writers of Russia.

Besides all this, he has received numerous awards, which include
 � Order IV class “For Merit to the Fatherland”;
 � Order of Honour (Russia);
 � Medal “For the Tapping of the Subsoil and Expansion of the Petrochemical 
Complex of Western Siberia”;

 � Medal of Konstantin Ushinsky;
 � Order of M. V. Romanov;
 � and Silver Medal of Pitirim Sorokin.

The life of Gennady Kutsev cannot help to inspire. His example leads students, 
his colleagues and relatives. The latter like no one else know, how many more 
plans, not yet realised and fulfilled, he has left (may God grant him strength for 
them!). You can even envy those, who are now entering the University of Tyumen, 
as they are yet to meet this magnificent person.

To paraphrase Chingiz Aitmatov, a wise Russian writer, we sincerely wish Gen-
nady Kutsev: may your life last longer than a century!
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INTRODUTION
This article focuses on the analysis of regional residents’ attitude to the power 
within the framework of a number of studies conducted by the author himself and 
together with his colleagues in various regions of Russia. 

We used a series of regional studies mainly on political issues as a source of 
data. The research was carried out in 2007 — 2018 in the Siberian Federal Dis-
trict. These studies were conducted for various purposes: from the identification 
of a regional “agenda” to the analysis of local political processes during elector-
al campaigns.

This paper focuses not on the main results of the studies, but on the character-
istic trend that we found in all the series of qualitative studies. 

Within each study, we conducted focus groups in order to obtain data on the 
qualitative aspect of respondents’ opinions. The goal of the focus groups was to 
formulate hypotheses, which were then tested in the framework of quantitative 
research. At the same time, the guide of the focus groups included a block of sur-
veys devoted to determining the attitude towards local and federal authorities.

This block was repeated without changes in group guides in different series of 
studies. This allowed us to compare respondents’ answers in dynamics and, more 
importantly, to talk about a certain trend that manifests itself in the respondents’ 
answers in the most diverse groups.

The problem that we discovered can be formulated as follows: there is a gap in 
the perception of the federal government and regional / municipal authorities. The 
attitude to the head of the federal government tends to be positive, with a high 
degree of support. The attitude to representatives of regional or municipal author-
ities cannot be characterized by such a positive trend. Moreover, the situations in 
which the respondents characterise local authorities extremely negatively or find 
it difficult to express opinions and assessments are quite frequent. This gap gener-
ates several hypotheses, which are analysed in this work.

METHODOLOGY
The key methods used in this article are the method of focus groups and the anal-
ysis of secondary data.

The focus group method was employed for a number of reasons. First, it was 
important to get as close as possible to the re-creation of that primary social envi-
ronment within which attitudes forming the basis for the respondents’ political 
behavior were shaped. Secondly, the focus group method allowed us to obtain 
indirect data that clarify and extend possible interpretations of the respondents’ 
views and beliefs and allowed a much more correct prognosis of their behavior.

The employment of qualitative sociological methods (in-depth interviews and 
focus groups) in analysing respondents’ political behavior has been considered by 
a number of authors [1, 2, 7, 8, 13], who indicate the possibility of using focus 
groups both in sociology and in related sciences. One of the general objections to 
the employment of these methods is that in focus groups a moderator interferes in 
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the process, often distorting the essence of the study [5]. Liam Stanley [12] also 
writes that focus groups have very limited application to the study of political nar-
ratives in different communities. This point of view deserves attention, but in this 
paper we do not aim to analyse the narrative in its classical form. Here we examine 
a number of circumstances and factors that affect respondents’ political behavior.

The studies have been carried out for 11 years (between 2007 and 2018) in the 
framework of various research programs. The results described in this article were 
obtained during the development of one block of the guide, which remained un-
changed within all research procedures. In relation to the objectives of each of the 
studies, these results are secondary and optional. Nevertheless, some generalized 
tendencies found during the research sessions allowed us to formulate conclusions 
presented in this article.

The geography of the studies includes the Siberian Federal District (the Kras-
noyarsk Krai and Altai Krai, the Irkutsk, Kemerovo and Novosibirsk Regions). 
Focus groups were held both in the capitals and big cities of the regions of the 
Russian Federation and, if specific studies were required, in villages and other small 
settlements.

The total sample size amounted to 758 people.
The total number of focus groups was 84.
The number of one focus group ranged from 8 to 11 people. The average dura-

tion of one focus group was 120 minutes. Participants in the focus groups were 
selected in accordance with the following methodological requirements:

 � respondents were not supposed to have been involved in focus group studies 
for at least six months;

 � respondents employed in such spheres as sociology, marketing, advertising, 
public relations, journalism, and political science were excluded from the 
focus groups;

 � taking into account the topics of the groups, respondents’ participation in 
electoral campaigns of any kind was not allowed;

 � focus group participants were not supposed to be familiar with each other;
 � the group (as far as possible) reproduced the structure of the general popu-
lation with respect to distribution by sex, age, and education.

The focus groups, in accordance with the methodological requirements, were 
conducted in pairs in a symmetric sample. This was done in order to avoid the 
influence of group effects on the results of the group and, as a consequence, to 
avoid the effect of nonsystematic displacement.

The guide of the in-depth focused interview was designed on a “straight funnel” 
principle. This methodological principle is described in the works by S.A. Belano-
vsky [1] and consists of a sequence of questions built from the most generalised 
to the specific and detailed ones. The questions considered in the study were di-
vided into the following blocks:

 � assessment of the respondents’ changes in life and their social well-being 
during the past year;
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 � assessment of the respondents’ quality of life and social well-being at the 
moment;

 � the role of authorities in changes in the respondents’ lives.
Analysis of the role of power was also divided into two blocks: the role of the 

federal government and the role of regional authorities.
This work is a re-analysis of the information obtained in several series of in-

depth focused interviews. Full research data are not presented in this article for 
reasons of confidentiality. All the research procedures coincided with the afore-
mentioned sequence of blocks.

RESULTS
Discussing the results of the study, we consider it necessary to present fragments 
of the focus group protocols. The fragments reflect the respondents’ most charac-
teristic statements, which are widespread and repeatedly found in the material 
analysed and which reflect typical opinions shared by the overwhelming majority 
of the participants in the groups. 

The attitude towards local politicians at the municipal level was revealed via 
group surveys in which people gave their opinions and reactions to a political fig-
ure’s name or (for the regional and municipal level) as a reaction to a local politi-
cian’s name and position. 

When discussing members of regional legislative bodies, we obtained the fol-
lowing typical responses:

Moderator: (names the surname)
Respondents: We do not know him, there are many of them, who knows all of them?...

Further, when discussing politicians, the respondents were asked to evaluate 
their activities and explain their evaluation. The moderator urged the participants 
to explain their assessment in connection with the respondents’ life experience. As 
a result of this procedure, the following research-related trend was discovered:

Moderator: And how do you assess the activity of the mayor?
Respondents: Well, I can mark him somewhere between four or five (on a five-point scale).
Moderator: Why?
Respondent 1: Well, he knows the ropes…
Respondents 3, 4, 5, 8 are nodding.
Moderator: How does it manifest itself?
Respondent 1: (pause)
Respondent 4: He cares about the city, he often appears in the news, and well, in gen-
eral, it is clear that he cares about the city ...
Moderator: How do you see this? How exactly does he care about the city?
(pause)

This fragment is repeated many times in the minutes, regardless of the position 
and name of the politician in question. From the point of view of the purpose of this 
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article, it is important for us to identify the gap between the emotional assessment 
of the politician (positive, as in the above-mentioned fragment) and its connection 
with the respondents’ experience. Participants in the study fail to explain the reasons 
for their high evaluation of politicians and cannot link this evaluation with their own 
experience. Moreover, in the given fragment it is possible to see the connection 
between the positive attitude to a politician and his/her frequent appearance in the 
media. Qualitative methods of sociological research do not allow us to establish a 
statistically significant correlation between the frequency of a politician’s appearance 
in mass media and his/her positive assessment, but according to the results of this 
series of studies, such a hypothesis can at least be put forward.

In some cases, the respondents noted a discrepancy between their positive as-
sessment of a politician and a lack of changes in their lives, and in this case the 
respondents resorted to distancing techniques:

Moderator: What is the reason for such a high score?
Respondent 3: Well, I just like him!
Moderator: Why and what exactly do you like about him? At the beginning of the group, 
you said you did not see any changes in your life. Is this not true?
Respondents 2, 3, 7: Well, you see, he is far away from us. He can’t influence our lives 
in any way.

It is interesting that the concept of distance itself can act as a positive and neg-
ative factor. It is closely related to the concept of political power. When assessing 
a politician’s activity, the respondents proceeded from a certain concept of author-
ity, which may not be related to a real situation. For example, research participants 
very often mixed political activity and charity.

As can be seen from the above fragments, we can distinguish several categories 
that characterize the respondents’ attitude to power:

1. fame;
2. distance;
3. image of power;
4. assessment of a politician’s activity.
Fame is a personal characteristic inseparably associated with a particular figure. 

The most famous representatives of the federal government, the President and the 
Prime Minister (V.V. Putin and D.A. Medvedev), are known to all respondents 
without exception.

The second characteristic of the authorities identified in this study is the distance 
between the government representative and the respondent. The respondents men-
tion the distance parameter in explaining positive assessment of representatives of 
the federal government and negative assessment of the activities of local authorities.

The distance between the representative of power and the respondent, on the 
one hand, and the fame, on the other, are linked in the following way: all the re-
spondents know the President and Prime Minister, but only in single cases they can 
name the members of legislative assemblies or city councils.
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It is this trend discovered in the course of the study that made it possible to for-
mulate the main problem of the research. Obviously, the activities of local author-
ities significantly affect respondents’ lives, but this influence is not observed by the 
participants of the study. Moreover, representatives of the federal government tend 
to receive the highest assessment, and their influence on the respondents’ social 
well-being is also perceived as the most significant one.

The respondents’ see the concept of political power in a simplified way, which 
can be summarized in the following typical statements:

“Putin is responsible for foreign policy, Medvedev — for domestic policy”.
“We do not know what they are doing there at all” (about the members of local 
representative bodies of power).

The respondents were not able to form a definite opinion on the local executive 
power in any of the regions under study.

Evaluation of politicians’ activities is connected with their image of power. In 
the respondents’ opinion, the federal government solves global problems of state 
governance and, therefore, the activities of the federal government are extremely 
weakly related to the respondents’ lives.

It is also important to note the fact that the federal government is described by 
the respondents as two persons – V.V. Putin and D.A. Medvedev. The average re-
spondent does not include federal ministers and heads of federal agencies in their 
perception of the federal government. Also, the respondents do not include members 
of the State Duma and representatives of regions in the Federation Council into the 
federal government.

This structure of power perception gives rise to several issues. The most signif-
icant of them is that this perception leads to an asymmetric distribution of respon-
sibility and image risks. However, a detailed examination of this problem is beyond 
the scope of this article.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
In the course of the research, we distinguished a key trend — a gap between the 
assessment of federal authorities and local (regional or municipal) authorities. This 
gap is particularly indicative in the context of the respondents’ everyday experience.

There are several potential explanations for this fact. One of the possible ones 
is given in Richard Tracy LaPiere’s article and is included in social psychology 
and sociology as the paradox of the same name (in Russian literature the term is 
known as La Piere’s paradox). The definition of the paradox given by the author 
includes a mismatch between beliefs and behavior [9].

However, such a definition does not reveal the essence of the observed phenom-
enon. In the situation we are considering, there is no discrepancy between beliefs 
and behavior. One can speak about LaPiere’s paradox only in the case of such a 
mismatch. Here we see a direct relationship between beliefs and behavior.

The discrepancy identified in the course of the research is of a fundamentally 
different kind: the authorities closest to the respondents are either unknown or re-
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ceive negative assessments. On the other hand, the respondents know the author-
ities most remote from them and give a detailed assessment of their actions on the 
basis of their subjective perception.

To the direct question “How exactly does the President’s and the Prime Minis-
ter’s activities affect your life?” the participants of the research answer: “They are 
in Moscow, far away from us, they do not affect our lives in any way”.

The key question arising in the analysis of this discrepancy can be formulated 
as follows: what is the basis of the assessment obtained?

In a detailed analysis of the respondents’ answers, we can observe two trends. 
First, the research participants often connected their assessment with the information 
obtained from various media. Secondly, they did not in any way connect the chang-
es taking place in their lives with their assessments of the policy makers.

There is a direct link between the events presented in the media and the assessments 
of the authorities. It can be argued that the respondents’ experience has either a min-
imal impact on the assessments of the authorities, or there is no such influence at all.

It is noteworthy that in the respondents’ minds, there is no causal scheme of 
perception of both local and federal authorities. They do not associate the author-
ities’ actions with changes in their lives, with the deterioration or improvement of 
their personal situations.

Moreover, in some cases, the picture formulated by the respondents is illogical. 
This can be observed in the following fragment of a dialogue:

Moderator: And how do you feel about the President?
Respondent: Very good. He does a lot for the country so that we can live better.
Moderator: At the beginning of our conversation, you said that your life had deterio-
rated since last year. Could you please comment on how this is related?
Respondent: Without him everything would have been even worse.

In the course of further discussion, it becomes clear that this structure of assess-
ments is shared by the respondents, and the respondents operate with two catego-
ries of opinions and assessments. The first group of opinions and assessments is 
based on the respondents’ experience. Within this category, the respondents express 
negative assessment of their lives, based on the worsening of their personal situa-
tion, a decline in their standard of living, and a rise in prices. This series is tradi-
tional for Russian sociology; it has been extensively researched in a number of 
works in the Siberian region (see, for example, [9, 10]).

In the framework of the other category, the respondents give positive assessments 
of the President and a number of people from the federal government, but these 
assessments are neither based on the respondents’ experience, nor connected with 
it in any way. Moreover, the explanation of such a connection requires considera-
ble effort from the respondents and often leads to active resistance.

The basis for opinions and assessments of the second category is media reports. 
It is within the framework of media reports that positive opinions and assessments 
expressed during the focus groups are formulated. This fact is of fundamental im-
portance in terms of the goals and objectives of this study.
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Let us focus once more on the main findings of the research. Positive attitude 
towards the representatives of the federal government is not in any way connected 
with the respondents’ social experience and, moreover, contradicts the generalised 
assessment of their personal situation.

This means that such an attitude cannot be correctly interpreted within the frame-
work of the classical concept of social relations. Social relations, as a rule, imply 
mutual interaction. This statement was first made by Auguste Comte and has not 
been subjected to a methodological revision.

Naturally, one can use the concept of social relations in a narrower sense, i.e. as 
a willingness to act in a certain way in relation to a person/group of people. How-
ever, this definition covers only one area, namely, electoral readiness, which is not 
realised in everyday social experience.

It is also important to note that in the course of the analysis of the results obtained 
during the focus groups, we did not register willingness to participate in mutual 
social interaction, but we came across one-sided relationships.

This one-sidedness allows us to formulate a hypothesis that the attitude to pow-
er is not based on social interaction, but on parasocial one.

The concept of parasocial interaction is formulated in the work Mass Commu-
nication and Parasocial Interaction by D. Horton and R. Wohl [4] where it is 
presented as interaction exclusively between the viewer and the hero of a television 
game show or series. 

An important component of parasocial interaction is its one-sided nature. The 
viewer sympathises with the hero of a television film and watches his adventures 
with interest, which generates a noticeable emotional inclusion, but no social ex-
change between the viewer and the hero happens.

In addition to the one-sided nature, it can be added that parasocial relationships 
are emotionally saturated. This can hardly be denied: despite the actual lack of 
social interaction, any television show involves the viewer emotionally.

CONCLUSION
Our analysis of the materials obtained within several series of deep focused inter-
views allows us to say that the attitude of the residents of the Siberian Federal 
District to the power can often be interpreted as parasocial. There are several rea-
sons for this conclusion. First, according to the materials of the qualitative research, 
we failed to identify mutual interaction (which is a characteristic feature of social 
relations in the full sense of the word). Second, the key component of the respond-
ents’ assessments is emotional. Further, evaluation of political figures is not relat-
ed to the respondents’ experience of interaction with them and does not correlate 
with the respondents’ assessment of their own situation.

It would not be correct to interpret the data given in this article as the evidence 
of support for the actions of the federal government or lack thereof. These data can 
be interpreted as the evidence of two categories of opinions and assessments that 
the respondents form. The prevalence of opinions and assessments mentioned in 
this work should be the subject of further research.
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The focus of this work is exclusively on identifying qualitative peculiarities of 
the respondents’ attitude to representatives of federal and municipal authorities, 
examined on the basis of a qualitative sociological study. It should be further not-
ed that parasocial nature of the attitude to power still remains a hypothesis. Further 
discussion requires an in-depth analysis with the employment of the PSR scale 
designed to assess parasocial relationships.
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INTRODUCTION
Modern society has formed an environment where risks have become an integral 
part of social life and acquired an independent form of existence. As Ulrich Beck, 
one of the creators of the sociological risk theory, noted, risk becomes a constant 
companion of progress and gradually turns into man’s creation. U. Beck called this 
stage of civilization development the Society of Risk, where the increase in chaos 
blurs the boundaries between nature and culture, between classes, nations, and 
people [2].

The accumulation of risks has led to the need for theoretical interpretation of 
risk, making it the subject of a number of international (U. Beck, N. Luhmann, 
A. Giddens, M. Foucault, A. Wildavsky, K. Drake, M. Douglas, etc.) and Russian 
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(O.N. Yanitsky, S.A. Kravchenko, I.A. Afanasyev, S.R. Akhmerov, V.I. Zubkov, 
Y.A. Zubok, B.C. Ibragimova, S.A. Krasikov, A.B. Mozgovaya etc.) studies.

Comparing past and present risks, it is necessary to highlight the features of the 
latter: they are not limited by time and space, are divorced from the past, are of a 
large scale, lack individuality and voluntariness, they are often of a closed nature, 
therefore they are difficult to assess, prevent and effectively compensate [12: 336].

According to Ulrich Beck, classification of risks is an extremely difficult task, 
since they exist in all spheres of public life. In modern sociology, particular atten-
tion is paid to social risks which are not due to the biological nature of man or 
natural processes, but which are manifested in social situations, through human 
activity or lack thereof in uncertain situations that require individuals to evaluate 
their own actions, and also through negative social impacts, both on individuals’ 
vital activity, on their health and on the wellbeing of those close to them [2: 220].

A significant feature of modern risks is their ambivalence. Its essence lies in the 
fact that the basis of risk distribution is a class scheme acting in the following way: 
if wealth is concentrated in the upper social strata, risks become the destiny of the 
lower ones. However, sometimes risks are characterized by the “boomerang effect”, 
which creates absolute insecurity for all sectors of society in the face of global risks 
(for example, the threat of terrorism, ecological or industrial disasters, global eco-
nomic recessions) [2]. Therefore, comprehension of the universality of social risks 
presupposes the formation of individuals’ reflexivity as a practice of protection 
against risks or as a means of minimizing the negative consequences thereof. This 
reflexivity forms such qualities as rationality and responsibility in choosing social 
relations as a way of managing risks.

Such reflexive rationality has developed new social solidarity practices which 
are often formed on the basis of opposite ideas about potential threats and risks. In 
particular, O.N. Yanitsky, one of the developers of the concept of risk society, ar-
gues that a new practice of social solidarity is not a “deviation”, but a norm of 
social life [13]. This peculiar modern system of social groups differentiation is 
unstable, open and ambivalent, as risk producers become their passive or latent 
victims, especially if it concerns global risks.

Since social order itself generates social risk factors, society develops and adjusts 
systems of protection against them. For instance, the state creates social security 
systems. International and Russian legal acts (e.g. the Declaration of Human Rights, 
ILO Convention No.102 On Minimum Standards of Social Security, the Constitu-
tion of the Russian Federation, Federal Law No. 165-FZ On the Fundamentals of 
Compulsory Social Insurance, etc.) determine types of social risks, protection from 
which is guaranteed by the Russian Federation as a social state whose policy is 
aimed at creating conditions that ensure a decent life and free development of a 
person.

The global character of hazardous environments and the targeted nature of state 
social support urge individuals to form practices of self-preserving behavior against 
various threats. This is particularly relevant for the social strata known as the poor 
or “living below the subsistence level”. Thus, the purpose of this article is to de-
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scribe actual risks and to analyse self-preserving behavior of the most socially 
unprotected groups of the population of Krasnoyarsk, one of Siberian megacities.  
This research is aimed at understanding the degree of financially deprived single 
mothers’ protection against potential threats and at assessing the security level of 
children being brought up in such families. 

MAIN PART
In the Krasnoyarsk Krai, the minimum subsistence for the first quarter of 2018 
comprised 11,981 rubles for the working population, 8823 rubles for pensioners, 
and 11,977 rubles for children [8].

A peculiarity of the social structure of Russian society is the ambiguity of expert 
evaluation and self-assessment of the social status of a significant part of citizens 
whose income is close to the minimum subsistence level, which divides the country’s 
population into the poor and the population living at the subsistence level. The meth-
od of poor population identification based on the level of the subsistence minimum 
raises serious doubts, since the consumer basket does not take into account such 
expenses of the population as utility payments and medical assistance. This is espe-
cially evident in the amount of pensioners’ subsistence, since this social group is most 
dependent on medical assistance, but at the same time this group has the lowest de-
gree of material security, which creates a direct threat to their life and health.

According to Higher School of Economics, the National Research University, 
on the basis of the data for the first quarter of 2015, the population with incomes 
below the subsistence level amounted to almost 23 million people [10: 175]. Ac-
cording to the Russian Federal State Statistics Service data for 2017, over 20 mil-
lion people were below the poverty threshold, which amounted to almost 14% of 
the total population of Russia. At the same time, Russians whose incomes are close 
to the poverty line but have not crossed it (40 million according to various socio-
logical studies) also consider themselves to be “poor” because of their inability to 
fully meet basic needs (food, shelter, clothing) [9].

The poor quality of life of people living below the subsistence level affects their 
health (triggers the development of chronic diseases), leads to their inability to 
work properly, generates aggression, anomie, which results in a tendency to devi-
ant practices as a way of surviving in an unfavorable environment formed by so-
ciety and state.

Thus, poverty as a risk factor in modern Russia is extremely significant from the 
standpoint of social risks that manifest themselves on three levels:

1. macrolevel, which is manifested in the form of a threat to the security of the 
state due to an increase in the number of marginalised and lumpenised groups 
inclined to opposition and extremism;

2. mesolevel, manifested in the form of risks associated with the structure and 
functions of the family as a social institution and social group (increased 
divorce rates, domestic violence, an increase in socially disadvantaged fam-
ilies, single-parent families, social orphanhood, etc.);
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3. microlevel, when a lack of financial resources leads to double employment 
and double workload, which affects the upbringing, socialisation, and mo-
rality of children growing up in the state of deficiency, not only in terms of 
basic needs, but also in terms of care and attention. Such children often 
become subject to stigmatization and discrimination.

Lack of financial resources reduces the ability of low-income groups to resist 
hazardous environment due to the depletion of vital forces. Being the most impor-
tant resource, vital forces determine people’s social sympathy, as well as the desire 
and ability to solve problems that arise as a result of various circumstances. The 
study of a number of low-income social groups, conducted in Krasnoyarsk in 2015-
2016, showed that reduction in vital forces caused deprivation, low self-esteem, a 
decline in the ability to effectively solve emerging problems, and diminished re-
sponsibility for the safety of their loved ones [11].

Maksim Topilin, the Minister of Labour and Social Protection, speaking at the 
Congress of Commissioners for Minors’ Rights, stated: “According to our esti-
mates, out of the total number of those who are below the subsistence level of 
income, almost 70% are families with children” [6]. And the number of under-age 
children living in low-income families is now increasing.

The increase in the number of divorces, separation of partners, the priority of 
cohabitation over official marriage, the emergence and spread of unregistered mar-
riages between Russian women and labour migrants from the CIS countries, a rise 
in the number of extramarital births have led to an increase in incomplete families 
and single motherhood. According to Pavel Astakhov, the ex-commissioner for the 
rights of the child for the President of the Russian Federation, more than 50 % of 
parents periodically fail to pay child maintenance, and one in three refuses to pay 
it altogether. The situation in which divorced men tend to hide their incomes, pre-
ferring to pay the minimum determined by the state or not to pay it at all, is con-
ditioned by the traditionally formed gender contract, which “... determines who 
and to what extent is responsible for the household, childcare and the care for the 
elderly in the family and outside it” [1].

According to the Krasnoyarsk statistic service, every fourth family in the Kras-
noyarsk Krai is incomplete. In total, according to the All-Russian Population Cen-
sus of 2010, there are 823,000 families in the region. Of these, 271.7 thousand are 
couples without children, 185.1 thousand are mothers with children, and 19.1 
thousand are fathers with children. At the same time, men’s employment remains 
higher than women’s: men — 66%, women — 56% (according to the 2002 census, 
61% and 49%, respectively) [5]. 

A large number of incomplete families consisting of single mothers with children 
are distinguished as a special social group with a minimum degree of protection 
against social risks and with a high degree of responsibility for the social safety of 
their children. Such a combination reflects a profound sociopsychological discrep-
ancy, manifested in a role conflict in which a woman is forced to fulfill both ex-
pressive and instrumental functions. M. Douglas, a representative of the cultur-
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al-symbolic approach, defines such a situation as a “borderline state”, in which a 
person directly comes into contact with danger [3].

In 2017, in the city of Krasnoyarsk, the author of this article, alongside her col-
leagues representing the Department of Social Work and Sociology (Reshetnev 
Siberian State University of Science and Technology), conducted a study into sin-
gle mothers’ views on social risks.

The study was carried out with the employment of the method of formalized 
interviews conducted at the place of the respondents’ residence in a confidential 
home atmosphere. A total of 114 single-parent families consisting of women and 
children were surveyed. Special conditions for the selection of single-parent fam-
ilies were the following: family income should not exceed the subsistence level, 
single mothers should live separately from their parents and other relatives. For 
statistical analysis of the data obtained, the SPSS software package was used.

In order to reveal single-parent families’ views on social risks, the following 
factors were identified: conditions and standards of living, social well-being, basic 
threats, locus of control, and practices of self-preserving behavior.

The respondents grouped reasons that led to incomplete families into the fol-
lowing categories: divorce (52%), birth of children out of wedlock (30%), women’s 
decision to give birth to a child “independently” (15%), widowhood (3%).

The conditions and standard of living as resources that women possess include: 
the number of children in the family, material well-being, education, availability 
of work and healthcare.

The number of children in the family increases the uncertainty, giving rise to 
potential risks. Among the respondents, 42% of women have one child, 34% have 
two children, and 24% have three or more children.

As market economy has become a dominant economic system in Russian society, 
material values now constitute resources that affect people’s ability for social adap-
tation and determine the degree of social protection from different threats. The lim-
ited volume of the article does not allow for including complete data on the level of 
material security of single-parent families, but it should be noted that fewer than half 
of the families studied have their own dwelling (34%), the rest are forced to spend 
money on rent (18%) or social housing (48 %). However, those who live in social 
housing explain the impossibility of privatization of this housing by the lack of funds 
for this procedure. Low income of single-parent families is exacerbated by the pres-
ence of loans or debts, which are observed in 94% of women.

Answers to the open question: “What material problems trouble you?” were 
grouped according to the following blocks, presented in Table 1.

All the respondents with two or more children reported a lack of funds for es-
sential needs (food, clothing, and medication). They also reported a lack of funds 
for educational, cultural, and recreational activities for their children.

Level of education, availability of work, and the degree of satisfaction with it 
are considered to be of great importance since all these factors serve as protective 
mechanisms against  hazardous environment (Tables 2 and 3). Tables 2 and 3 show 
that the respondents have a sufficiently high educational and professional potential 
and a high degree of dissatisfaction with it (62%).
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Table 1. Self-assessment of living standards (in % of the total number of responses)

Responses

Distribution of responses,  
depending on the number of children

1 child 2 children 3 and more 
children

I do not have enough money to buy food 29 37 54
I have just enough money to buy food 45 50 38
I have enough money to buy food and clothes 26 18 12
I have enough money for daily expenses, but I have 
to  borrow money to buy more expensive items 8 - -

I do not have enough money for additional education 
for my children 68 77 90

I do not have enough money for medication 50 87 95
I do not have enough money for cultural and recrea-
tional activities 64 84 95

Table 2. Respondents’ education (in % of the total number of responses)
Responses Number of responses
Post-graduate education  0
Higher education 27
Incomplete higher education 16
Vocational education 27
Secondary education 28
Incomplete secondary education 2
No education, elementary education 0

Table 3. Distribution of responses to the questions “What is your occupation? How 
satisfied are you with your work?” (in % of the total number of responses)

Profession/occupation Number of 
responses

Job satisfaction

yes no
Workers, cleaners etc. 10 2 8
Engineers and technicians, civil servants, managers 11 10 1
Businessmen 2 1 1
Economists, accountants 5 3 2
Medical workers 14 5 9
Teachers, cultural workers 14 7 7
Lawyers - - -
Employees in trade, service sector, household services 12 7 5
Law enforcement officers - - -
 I am currently not working/studying 9 9
Students - 9
Other 23 10 13
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Evaluation of women’s health as a protective resource was presented in the fol-
lowing proportions: 40% of women rated their health as poor, 38% rated it as sat-
isfactory and 22%, as good. It can be noted that women who have one child tend 
to assess their health more positively than mothers having more children.

Thus, poor quality of life manifested through inability to meet basic needs, dis-
satisfaction with the work available, and poor health can be attributed to risk factors.

Women’s social well-being was identified through self-evaluation of the emo-
tional state on four levels. The results showed that “calmness and confidence” were 
not typical of anyone who took part in the survey, “a periodic state of anxiety” was 
characteristic of 18% of the respondents, “a frequent state of anxiety”, 38%, “a 
constant feeling of anxiety”, 41%. In addition, all the respondents agreed that they 
“lacked confidence in the future”, and “had a sense of absolute insecurity.” Among 
the answers marked as “other”, in 28 cases the answer was: “lack of vitality”.

The respondents tended to associate the concept of risk with threats (92%), dan-
ger (88%), damage (86%), uncertainty (84%), decision-making (78%). The re-
spondents’ evaluation of the possibility of certain risks in their lives made it pos-
sible to identify the “nuclei”, which, in their view, posed the greatest threats. In the 
most general form, they can be represented as follows:

 � risks associated with children (children’s illnesses, children’s propensity for 
deviant behavior, conflicts with children, difficulties in children’s education, 
fear of children’s failure in the future, stigmatization of children) (36%);

 � personal risks (loss of health, loss of loved ones, constant stress, uncertain-
ty in realizing aspirations in the future) — 23%;

 � socioeconomic risks (loss of work, loss of housing, loss of additional income, 
inability to repay loans) — 14%;

 � sociogenic risks (terrorism, military threat, economic crisis, growth of un-
employment, political crisis, risk of the loss of cultural traditions and soli-
darity, crime growth) — 4%.

 � risks of anthropogenic nature (associated with transport accidents, explosions, 
fires, genetically modified technologies, chemical and radioactive pollution 
of the environment) — 2%.

 � natural disasters (earthquakes, floods, lightning) — 1%.
Questions aimed at identifying the characteristics of self-preserving behavior to 

avoid these risks showed that, for the most part, the respondents tend to make min-
imal efforts to avoid possible risks. Thus, despite a high level of personal risk as-
sessment, only 9% of the respondents concerned about their health, regularly un-
dergo medical examination, 15% of the respondents usually consult a doctor when 
it becomes inevitable, 79% prefer self-treatment via the Internet: they self-diagnose 
their diseases and choose appropriate medicine. The survey also revealed that fear 
of the loss of loved ones does not promote close communication based on trust, 
mutual understanding, and support. The risk of job loss does not form the practice 
of expanding professional competencies (only 4% of the respondents have mastered 
other professions and acquired new skills apart from their major qualification). 
Only 15% of women plan not to take loans in the future.
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A special block of questions was devoted to risks associated with children. The 
survey showed that self-preserving behavior associated with this type of risks is 
characterized by ambivalence. In the  respondents’ opinion (obtained via a free 
interview), all their activities are aimed at ensuring that in future their children are 
protected from risk situations as much as possible, but the amount of time that they 
can devote to their children is very low and is spent mainly on solving current 
problems, which in no way contributes to the formation of a trusting relationship 
between parents and children; 68% of women emphasized that “they do not have 
enough time and energy to communicate with their children” and they estimated 
it as an additional risk factor associated with their children’s future.

The question: “What do you do to protect yourselves from possible risks?” helped 
to reveal the position of the women surveyed. The answers  revealed two types of 
life positions: 

 � active (the women surveyed try to earn money, take refresher courses, look 
for high-paying jobs, apply to social services and organise self-help groups 
on social media) which is characterised by the index of 32.6, 

 � passive (working on one’s own land, saving up, doing nothing) which is 
characterized by the index of 38.9. Thus, it can be said that a slight majori-
ty of the respondents have a passive life position. This position is character-
ised by the narrowing of social contacts and therefore obstacles for social 
participation; as a result such people try to solve their problems alone, de-
liberately avoiding external support.

In this study, the locus of control as a property of an individual to determine his/
her activity by external circumstances (externality) or internal factors (internality) 
is significant from the point of view of understanding the decision-making mech-
anisms in a risk situation. The locus of control was assessed through a number of 
factors that affect making rational decisions,  through respondents’ self-esteem in 
relation to their ability to influence their lives, through respondents’ dependence 
on other people who can improve their lives.

The results of the study showed that 78% of the women interviewed were not 
ready to take risk at all; 22% agreed to take risk only in a situation where there was 
an opportunity to receive benefits; nobody had desire to take risk for the sake of 
gaining additional experience.

Factors positively influencing decision-making in a risk situation were described 
as: hopelessness of a situation (66%), presence of support, (56%), high interest in 
the result (29%), and reliability of information (16%). Factors that interfere with 
making decisions in a risk situation were described as: fear of error (78%), lack of 
support (65%), lack of information (23%), and fear of losing something that is 
already available (18%).

The data obtained showed that women ambivalently assess their abilities of in-
fluencing the course of their lives, which suggests the presence of mass conscious-
ness at the verbal level of both the external and the internal locus of control.

The degree of dependence on external influences was clarified with the help of 
the question: “To what extent does your protection from risks depend on ...?” As 
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the basis of the question, we borrowed the wording of the indicator to identify the 
degree of the locus of control used in the studies by V.G. Nemirovsky and A.V. Ne-
mirovskaya [7: 139] (see Table 4).

Thus, at the level of mass unconscious, the external locus of control manifests 
itself in people pinning hopes on the institutions of power (more than 80% of the 
respondents). At the same time, 58% of women are prepared to take responsibility 
for the protection of their families against possible threats (which indicates the 
manifestation of internality).

CONCLUSION
The existing poverty line creates a breeding ground for various kinds of risk factors 
(anomie, crime, a decrease in the human development index, an increase in the 
conflict level etc.) that threaten the security of the individual, the family, and the 
society as a whole. A large number of low-income incomplete families raising 
underage children are the reason for the state’s close attention to them, especially 
from the point of view of the need for their sociopsychological and economic pro-
tection against various threats.

The analysis of social risks that Krasnoyarsk single mothers face helped to draw 
a number of conclusions. Lack of material resources to meet basic needs and ne-
cessity to combine instrumental and expressive functions are factors that plunge 
single mothers into a borderline state, reducing their ability to exercise self-pre-
serving behavior necessary to prevent and protect themselves from potential dan-
gers of external environment.

Lack of resources, both economic (low income, poor quality of life) and psy-
chological (passive life position, external locus of control), raises questions of 
underage children’s safety. The latter, often brought up in an acute shortage of not 
only basic necessities, but also of due control and care on the part of their mothers, 
face emotional deprivation. Subsequently, this affects their worldview, their life 

Table 4. Distribution of responses to the question: “In your opinion, to what extent does 
your protection against risks depend on ...” (in % of the number of responses)

Responses Fully 
depends

Possibly 
depends

I don’t 
know

Possibly 
doesn’t 
depend

Doesn’t 
depend

On the federal government 57 25 2 14 2
On the regional government 59 28 0 10 3
On the municipal government 58 24 3 13 2
On the policy of the company  
where I am employed 18 21 17 23 21

On my relatives 40 27 6 15 12
On me 36 22 6 20 16
On my friends 22 26 17 17 18
On people in a similar situation 2 6 18 31 57
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position, generates propensity for deviant practices as the most accessible ways of 
adapting to a hostile society.

Women’s awareness of the multiplicity of risks associated with the socialisation 
of children, however, does not lead to their ability to prevent potential hazards due 
to the lack of personal resources (poor health, high stress levels, lack of vitality, 
and lack of time).

The study revealed a low level of risk-solidarity of low-income single-parent 
families, alongside high confidence in institutions of power as means of support 
and protection. 

The conducted research has revealed the situation concerning incomplete finan-
cially disadvantaged families in the city of Krasnoyarsk, one of the Siberian meg-
acities, which, in the author’s opinion, allows extrapolation of the obtained results 
to other regions of the Russian Federation. Verification of this hypothesis is possi-
ble in the course of further empirical research in other regions, including the Sibe-
rian Federal District, with the employment of a well-developed methodology for 
studying social risks and social safety of various social groups of the population.

Thus, social risks of Russian society have revealed the necessity to create mech-
anisms that ensure individual and social security as a necessary practice for the 
existence in the society of risks. And in this connection, social work covering all 
spheres of human life (personal, social, everyday, cultural, and political) must be-
come part of the state policy for timely and adequate help for financially deprived 
families with underage children.
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INTRODUCTION
The early 21st century can be characterised by social, academic, and ideological 
quest for a new system of coordinates of social development. Growing threats 
and challenges cause deep structural and institutional changes, which affect the 
state of mentality. Being one of the key factors that influences the internal and 
external relations (which support the structure of the civil society and determine 
the trends and direction of the region’s social activities), mentality is becoming 
increasingly “instrumental”. Supposedly, the different level of civil society’s 
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development in the Russian regions does not only reflect the depth and scale of 
the “social shifts”, but it also proves the insufficient demand for mentality as a 
principle of constructing social forms, especially forms of public participation. 
Both processes naturally cause systemic changes, as well as open new opportu-
nities for production and reproduction of society’s unique forms. There seems to 
be a direct correlation between the state of mentality and the civil society state 
in Russia and its regions. Thus, the tendencies observed nowadays—towards the 
growing population’s civil activity, new social structures, expansion of their 
participation forms, rapid implementation of state public and private partner-
ship—indicate the progressive nature of the civil society’s development. To a 
large extent, this is done by mobilising the mental potential of the population and 
various social groups and, accordingly, by activating mechanisms for self-regu-
lation of social relations at different levels. On the other hand, it is obvious that 
the contemporary technologies and means of public participation require the 
development of mentality and its structures.

The territorially conditioned mentality as a manifestation of the population’s 
mindset (these two terms—mindset and mentality—are often considered synonyms 
(which is true for this article as well) is traditionally an object of sociological stud-
ies. In the last two decades, there have been numerous publications on both theo-
retical understanding of the phenomenon of mentality (or mindset) and empirical 
sociological research of mentality [8, 14, 18]. There are many definitions of the 
phenomenon of mentality. As their comprehensive analysis is not among our ob-
jectives, we just start with the idea that 

“the mentality is historically a long-term mindset, a unity of conscious and un-
conscious values, norms and attitudes in their cognitive, emotional, and behav-
ioural incarnation, which is inherent in this or that social community or its 
representatives” [12, p. 181]. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS
As this phenomenon has been traditionally studied from the standpoint of anthro-
pology and cultural studies, the works covering theoretical and methodological 
approaches to the sociological study of the Russian mentality [3, 5, 10, 13, 17] are 
of particular interest. Studies of Siberian mentality [1, 11, 15, 20] have revealed 
certain specific features and traits of the local population which differ from the 
Russian mentality in general. One should take into account the differences in the 
mentality among the inhabitants of different Siberian regions, though, because of 
various cultural, historical, national, ethnic, and socio-economic factors. This com-
pletely applies to the population of the Irkutsk Region as well.

The trends in understanding mentality and its role in developing the region’s 
civil society can be clearly observed in the context of priority tasks, set for the 
main subjects of public control — the regional public chambers and public coun-
cils within the executive bodies of state power. The experience of public partic-
ipation in the activities of the Irkutsk Region’s public chamber for ten years 
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provides the opportunity to identify the distinctive features of mentality in one 
of the Siberian regions (using the case of the Irkutsk Region) with the help of 
sociological tools.

The data presented in this article are based on the results of research carried out 
by the Sociology Laboratory for Regional Issues and Innovations at Irkutsk State 
University under the author’s supervision. These materials were used in the reports 
and other documents of the Public Chamber of the Irkutsk Region for a number of 
years (since its first convocation).

RESULTS
We have identified three main periods in the development of ideas about mentali-
ty as a principle of constructing unique forms of public participation in the devel-
opment of civil society in a particular region: 

1) 2008-2009
2) 2014
3) 2017-2018. 
In many ways, this allocation is associated with key milestones in the history of 

the region’s Public Chamber.
Having analysed the data obtained in 2008-2009, the author revealed an insep-

arable connection between such phenomena, as “civil activity” and “civil initia-
tives”, with the “mentality of the population and influential social groups”. The 
starting point of discussions during this period was the question 

“Why do we introduce the category of ‘mentality of the population and in-
fluential social groups’? The ideas about civil society, its perception, and 
spiritual attitude, the chain of reasoning, a special type of consciousness and 
behaviour, the intellectual component of civil life—they all create a kind of 
mental space that serves as a protective shell for the civil society’s space” 
[7, p. 10]. 

The “protective” function of the mentality in the current and subsequent periods 
was extremely important as it provided some reference point in the social life. As 
the experience shows, in times of instability and crises, it is the mentality of the 
population that acts as a link, an initial principle of constructing unique forms of 
the social.

Civil society in the broad sense was determined at this stage “as a society free 
of self-organisation and sustainable system of socio-structural relations, expressed 
in the civic engagement and positioning of its initiatives” [7, p. 12]. 

According to the study results, such society was not yet formed. Such conclusion 
took into account that in the Irkutsk Region, there have been objective processes 
of civil society’s formation. Thus, the research evaluated the possibilities of pro-
moting civil initiatives, the degree of their influence on various spheres of the 
population’s life, the level of developing non-profit sector as a vivid indicator of 
forming the civil society. It is noteworthy that the manifestation of civil activity at 
all the stages perceived by the population with regard to the legal component, is 
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seen in this context as a significant positive factor in the structuring of positions 
about the formation of civil society [7, p. 13].

The following specific features of civil activity of the Irkutsk Region’s residents 
were singled out: 

 — relying on their own resources to protect their interests and rights 
 — a low level of participation in political parties 
 — underdeveloped orientation towards voluntary work in the interests of 

others 
 — different degrees of individual social groups participating in charitable ac-

tivities 
 — a low level of citizens’ participation in informal associations with the aim 

of solving specific social problems 
 — a more vivid manifestation of ‘constructive’ civic engagement than ‘protest’ 

activity in the region [7, p. 17].

The study showed that public participation is not a social project that is wide-
ly implemented in the region. Meanwhile, “public non-participation” is one of 
the acute social problems that require a systemic solution. According to the results 
of a survey among the population, participation in the region’s public life and 
social activities do not act as an integrating factor at this stage. The research 
showed that political, educational, religious, and national factors are not impor-
tant. Moreover, it was shown that “trust”, “personal security”, “social responsi-
bility”, and “tolerance” as the basic prerequisites for the formation of civil soci-
ety in its importance are also not expressed. In general, the research concluded 
that the mentality of the population of this region can be quite clearly observed, 
yet it is expressed in the heterogeneous mental potential of the population, as 
well leading social structures and groups. In 2008-2009, mentality as a principle 
of constructing unique forms of public participation in the development of civil 
society at the regional level was not fully manifested. The experience of forming 
new strategies of public participation in the Irkutsk Region is supposedly quite 
indicative, especially in terms of solving many acute social problems of the re-
gion in the contemporary period. 

The research project The Role of the Public Chamber of the Irkutsk Region in 
the Formation of Civil Society in the Region was performed in 2014 [5]. With 
the adoption of the Federal Law of 21 July 2014 No 212-FZ On the Foundations 
of Public Control in the Russian Federation, it was important to determine the 
key strategies of public participation in the region. 1,235 people were surveyed 
in accordance with the regional representative sample, reflecting the distribution 
of proportions between the strata in the general population by cities of regional 
importance and the districts of the Irkutsk Region depending on gender and age 
[5]. The survey results revealed a tendency towards strengthening the value of 
the Public Chamber’s decisions as one of the factors of civil society development 
in the Irkutsk Region. According to the data, at the current moment, civil socie-
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ty has not yet been formed in the Russian Federation as a whole and in the Irkutsk 
Region in particular (indicated by 50% of respondents). The population views 
the civil society as a society, whose members are equal before the law (38%). 
Therefore, it was also concluded that the formation of civil society in the Irkutsk 
Region as a social process is protracted and can be characterized by uneven de-
velopment [5]. 

The analysis showed that the situation in the Irkutsk Region can be largely 
explained by the “unformed” strategies of citizens’ personal participation, man-
ifested in the work of public organizations, as well as various forms of respond-
ents’ civil activity at the level of their settlements and the region as a whole. 
The survey confirmed the continuing trend towards the growth of “public 
non-participation” as a kind of “critical mass” in the development of civil soci-
ety (73%).

The distribution of answers to the question about the readiness of a respondent 
to participate in the work of public organizations also testifies to the alarming trend: 
“Yes” was chosen by only 27%; “No”—44%; 29% were unsure. Only 5% of the 
answers (out of 3,076) show the population’s ability to influence the situation in 
their city (village, settlement) to resolve their issues, while 25% reflect the capa-
bilities of local authorities, 16%—regional authorities, and 11%—federal author-
ities [5].

Activating the population’s mentality in the spaces of public participation may 
require different ways: 

1) to involve the population under the institutional entities in the social life of 
the region through the development of motivational components; 

2) to introduce the principles of social responsibility of different parties and 
improve the efficiency of public bodies, ensuring their attractiveness for the 
population; 

3) to develop the technologies of social partnership, focused on the openness 
of interaction of subjects of regional development with the recognition of 
the population as a key subject of social transformations, among other pos-
sible options. 

The allocated grounds will probably ensure the uniqueness of public participation 
forms in the development of the region’s civil society through the activation and 
actualisation of mentality.

Hence, the need to involve the active part of the population and civil leaders 
from public organisations in new social structures, including the activities of the 
Public Chamber. According to the study results, a number of factors contribute to 
the role of public structures in the development of the region’s civil society: first 
of all, the formation of new functions of municipal public chambers and the en-
hancement of the expert community of the region, among others. 

It should be noted that the survey employed the following indicators of mental 
state of respondents in 2014: 1) open constructive approach (business, positive, 
included); 2) formal constructive approach (mediated by certain frameworks, 
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boundaries, and filters); 3) emotional affective approach (distrust, fear, and doubt); 
4) refusal to participate—closed non-constructive approach (closed subject of in-
teraction) [6]. The study revealed a constructive approach of the population towards 
the development of civil society in the region (the first two criteria), as evidenced 
by more than a half of their responses

Studying the documents provided by the Office of the Public Chamber of the 
Irkutsk Region (2008-2014), a special method of data analysis was developed us-
ing eleven special indicators, among which one of the most important was the 
indicator “Codes of Mentality of the Region’s Population”. Fig. 1 presents the 
results of this research in 2008-2014 [5].

The analysis of such mental components as “memory”, “innovations”, “crisis”, 
and “institutionalisation of the public” showed that mostly the first three of them 
are present in the decision-making mechanisms in this structure of the Irkutsk Re-
gion. The research has revealed that traditional approaches and orientations on 
social experience, traditions, and continuity in decision-making are a characteristic 
feature of all convocations. One should note, 

“Innovative approaches and commitment to the new are also evident during all 
convocations. The reflection of the crisis phenomena and the need to make 
timely decisions in the conditions of the crisis is most clearly seen in 2009. 
During all convocations, such an indicator as ‘institutionalisation of the public’ 
(the role of the public in solving problems, its structure, and legitimacy) is not 
actually reflected in the decisions taken” [4]. 

Thus, one can confirm that public participation has not been properly launched 
as a social project in the development of civil society in a particular region for 
a number of years (2008-2014). Therefore, from the position of a systematic 
approach, there is no transition of “mentality” as a principle of constructing 
unique forms of public participation in the development of civil society as a 
possibility into the reality at the regional level. One can see it as a situation of 
“containment”.

The study of documentary sources using the above-described methodology 
has shown a social orientation of a significant part of both the initiatives by the 
public chamber of the Irkutsk Region and their decisions. According to the 
activities and the documents, adopted by the Public Chamber in 2008-2014, 
there has been a tendency to their growth in 2014, and to a greater extent the 
growth in the number of taken decisions. The studies have shown that the pri-
ority mechanisms for decision-making include round table discussions, spe-
cialized committees, and civil forums. The results show that the practice of 
decision-making at the plenary sessions of the regional Public Chamber requires 
increasing the social importance of decisions and consistency in the choice of 
mechanisms for their implementation. The last two convocations of the Public 
Chamber confirm the validity of this thesis. It was found that the institute of 
public hearings is exceptional for its relative stability of the results of its ac-
tivities. In the first years of the region’s Public Chamber, “institutionalisation 
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Fig. 1. Mental codes of the region’s population in the decision-making process  
of the Public Chamber of the Irkutsk Region in 2008-2014 [3]
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of the public” and legitimacy of its practices are manifested largely at the round 
tables. Meanwhile, since 2010, discussion and expert platforms, as well as ac-
ademic and practical conferences of different levels have become more wide-
spread.

The documents’ review shows that the process of implementing social part-
nership takes into account the needs and interests of the main subjects of im-
plementation of decisions: the regional government, ministries, the regional 
Legislative Assembly, municipal leaders, and non-profit organisations among 
others. The next (second) priority after the ministries in the decision-making 
mechanisms is the interaction of the Public Chamber with the municipal leaders. 
The decisions of this body are generally characterized as timely and perspective, 
although, they are more demonstrative and constructive in nature, taking into 
account the long- and medium-term prospects for implementation. The conduct-
ed research allowed drawing the following conclusion: in the studied period, 
there was an increase in the importance of the Public Chamber of the region as 
an institution of civil society development in the Irkutsk Region, taking into 
account the institutional matrices of public participation. In the author’s opinion, 
it seems promising to use the theory of institutional matrices for the analysis of 
public participation [9].

The formation and development of civil society in the Irkutsk Region in subse-
quent years also indicates the specificity of the region’s population mentality (the 
so-called “Irkutsk identity”), manifested in the “political” culture of the population’s 
interaction, on the one hand, and the authorities and public organisations (associ-
ations)—on the other. This culture is focused on developing and maintaining ef-
fective mechanisms of public participation in the development of civil society 
within the region. The improvement of mechanisms of public-public and public-pri-
vate partnership in 2017-2018 could not but contribute to the increase in demand 
for social and civil initiatives. Compared with previous years, nowadays, there is 
a clear turning point in the interaction of public authorities and social structures, 
which was preceded by emerging positive changes in the socio-economic devel-
opment of the region.

Thus, according to the results of an expert survey of the heads of executive 
and legislative bodies of the Irkutsk Region, as well as the heads of public 
councils (2017), the vast majority of respondents pointed to a certain increase 
in the importance of various public bodies in improving the efficiency of the 
executive power both at the municipal and regional levels. The study was con-
ducted to assess the interaction of the public Council with the executive body 
of state power and to determine the ways to improve the efficiency of its activ-
ities. The sample of the first category of leaders from the authorities amounted 
to 51 people, the second group (heads of public councils)—65 people. At the 
same time, more than two thirds of the first group of experts and three quarters 
of the second one point at the insufficiently rapid development of civil society 
in the region.
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CONCLUSION
The new trends for civil activity among the population speak for the necessity to 
designing and creating new effective forms and mechanisms for the development 
of a civil society in the region. From the standpoint of the state priority tasks to 
ensure national security, the issue of regulating civil activity “from below” arose 
to exclude the possibility of destructive factors. Accordingly, the thesis of an in-
sufficient demand for mentality as a principle of constructing unique social forms, 
requires further development in terms of rethinking the institutional components. 
It is important to develop a special approach to the understanding of the “institu-
tional matrices” and their essential features in the development of civil society. In 
this regard, the Public Chamber of the Irkutsk Region allocates support for various 
forms of active participation of citizens in the socio-economic development of the 
region and wider implementation of civil initiatives at different levels as one of the 
priorities for the long term.

The need for a holistic view of the problems and patterns of development of 
civil society in a particular region, on the one hand, is confirmed by the general 
development of “institutional matrices” and their respective approaches; on the 
other—the activity of designing certain unique social forms of public participa-
tion of all subjects of the process (population, public organizations, and public 
control bodies, among others). In this vein, the methodology of studying the 
mentality in the construction of unique forms of public participation seems prom-
ising, taking into account the entire palette of developments of domestic authors 
on the development of civil society [4, 6, 19]. The complex social research, which 
has been conducted for ten years in the Irkutsk Region according to the orders 
of the Public Chamber, allowed revealing some features of the population’s re-
gional mentality; these features may increase the efficiency of forming the civil 
society. First of all, there is a unique culture of interaction between the population 
and various state and public organisations on the way of making and implement-
ing decisions that are important for the life of the region’s population. The im-
portance of using effective mentality features of the region’s residents is largely 
determined by the actual problems of the contemporary stage of the Russian 
society’s development.
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Abstract. The current book market is controversial: the number of books is one hundred thousand 
for more than ten years, yet the publication circulation is rapidly falling. The book trade remains 
relatively stable, while retail sales are declining. Stability is mainly achieved by the book distrib-
utors’ strategy—increasing the prices. This study focuses on the problem of consumer behavior 
on the book market and the factors that influence choosing and then purchasing a book, as there is 
little research on this topic. Admittedly, there are VTsIOM, Levada Center, and various magazines 
and journals about books (for example, Book Industry), which conduct reading studies. The Fed-
eral Agency for Press and Mass Communications publishes an annual industry report with all the 
necessary information on the book market, indicative statistics, mentioning also related studies. 
However, the behavior of younger consumers remains insufficiently studied. The results of the 
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mostly from social networks, or their friends and acquaintances. Most consumers, when choosing 
a book, rely on its content, price, and availability. Demand for book production is declining due 
to the changing role of reading in the population’s leisure, high prices for books, and the ability to 
download books on the Internet (for young people, at least). The sociological research studying 
behavior of young consumers of the city of Tyumen was conducted by the method of questionnaire.
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INTRODUCTION
The book market is an industrial market consisting of many other markets that 
together form a whole system. Its main feature is that it covers only one product — 
a book. E. D. Dinershtein, exploring the concept of the “book business”, notes that 
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“the object of the book market is the book that acts as a consumer product that 
meets the intellectual (cultural, educational, recreational, etc.) needs of buyers” 
[3, p. 87]. 

A huge amount of literature is striking in its diversity. Another feature of the book 
market is the fact that the book is a special product, the value of which is determined 
primarily by its meaning and the information inside, followed by the emotions and 
psychological experiences that it invokes. The book is a source of information; it 
promotes personal, mental, competential, and professional development of a person 
and society as a whole.

A reasonable person is a person, who thinks, reads, analyzes, and can realize all 
these abilities thanks to writings and books. Reading is an important component 
of a person’s life, which helps one to acquire new information, rest, study, and 
develop oneself mentally. Largely because of books, a person can become proficient 
at different fields.

The development of technological production and writing led to the creation of 
such unique product as a book, which has both a material form and spiritual con-
tent. In different historical epochs, there were opportunities for printing, book 
design, and illustration. In terms of content, the book has always been (and remains) 
a source of knowledge and emotions, culture, and morality. Reading has a signif-
icant impact on the emotional and spiritual world of a person, forming one’s out-
look. With the growing knowledge of the world in all its diversity, a book printing 
business developed, followed by the unique role and purpose of literature.

Nowadays, in the age of enormous development of the Internet and new infor-
mation technologies, other visual methods of cognition are used, e. g., education-
al videos. They certainly give a better visual representation of a particular object, 
phenomenon, and situation. However, these visual materials prevent the develop-
ment of human imagination, as they are aimed at the assimilation of images creat-
ed by someone else.

The development of writing has led to the fact that people always have access 
to reading—either at home, or at city, university or school libraries and information 
centers. In the contemporary society, in addition to a printed book, there are huge 
resources of online libraries: many books can be simply found on the Internet for 
free. In addition, there are many other types of learning leisure, such as television, 
movies, and TV series, and recently—colorful and realistic video games that allow 
complete immersion into a new stunning and unknown world.

As a result, people started reading less books, and even rarer—buying them. 
The book market is still afloat, mainly due to measures taken by the state and 
publishers: some of them are effective, while others are not. Result is the same—
people are less likely to visit book stores nowadays. Even if they do, they buy 
anything relatively rarely; instead, they just look at book covers. Such assessments 
are often expressed concerning contemporary youth, who, according to a number 
of studies, not only read less, but also prefer to download books from the Internet 
instead of buying them in print. It should be emphasized that the decrease in 
demand among today’s young people for books largely contributes to the perma-
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nent increase in prices in stores for printed products. Therefore, the purpose of 
this article is to analyze the consumer behavior of young people in the book 
market of Tyumen.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The book market is a specific type of market: 

“in the economic theory, the market is a set of economic relations between eco-
nomic agents concerning the movement of goods and money, which are based 
on mutual agreement, equivalence, and competition, which is the foundation of 
the market economy” [7, p. 247]. 

One may agree that 
“the book market functions as a mediator between the author of an intellectual 
work and the consumer by producing, reproducing, and distributing the published 
material in the form of books, brochures, notes, geographical atlases, maps, and 
other media” [7]. 

According to Chernova, 
“the whole modern economy is based on the concept of consumption and on 
people’s belief that buying is not only a necessary element of our lives, but also 
an attractive and encouraged way of behavior; that buying is good in itself, in 
its essence. The saturation of the market led to greater choice and competition 
between goods” [2, p. 7].

The study of consumer behavior in the 20th century became an independent sci-
entific trend, which, supposedly, was started by James F. Engel [4, p. 394]. 

Consumer behavior can be understood as a multi-stage and multi-factor process 
of developing human intentions and forming one’s final decision to purchase a 
product or service. As a result of purchasing a product or service, one shifts from 
the status of a potential consumer to a real one. Consumer behavior is significant-
ly influenced by such factors, as the price of goods and the amount of money avail-
able to the buyer. It is important to take into account the specifics of consumer 
behavior of different categories of buyers (clients) when forming the nature of 
supply in the market of goods and services.

As N. V. Chernov rightly indicates, 
“A consumer is a person who feels the need for a product. A buyer is a visitor 
to the store, who makes a specific purchase. The term ‘client’ implies the exist-
ence of certain relationships between the buyer and a specific brand or retail 
point for some time” [2, p. 18]. 

The study of consumer behavior involves the analysis of the motivation under-
lying it. In the contemporary academic literature, there are many approaches to the 
definition of the concepts of motive and motivation. The format of this article does 
not imply a detailed analysis of these concepts. In accordance with the purpose of 
this work, the authors note that in certain conditions, a book itself may become a 
motive for purchase. Yet, more often, the motive for a purchase is a certain goal, 
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set by external circumstances or internal aspirations of the consumer. For example, 
that may include preparing for an exam or a course work, a birthday or holiday 
gift, as well as a simple interest in a particular written work. N. A. Shcherbakova, 
having studied the motives of reading among the contemporary youth, concludes 
that in the current conditions, the most common motives of reading include emo-
tional experiences brought by a book, its particular textual features, or informative 
motivation. According to the respondents, the most insignificant motives included 
the influence of the social environment, the status of the work, and communicative 
motivation [14]. The motive for a purchase can also be the fame and popularity of 
an author and publisher.

The socio-demographic factors influence greatly the consumer behavior. In par-
ticular, one of the most important socio-demographic groups is the youth, who have 
their own specific attitude to books and purchasing them. In fact, young students 
are more focused on reading and buying educational and academic literature than 
the representatives of any other social groups. Postgraduates and doctoral students 
are more inclined to reading and purchasing academic literature required for stud-
ies and preparation of their theses.

According to O. V. Kurysheva,
“young people occupy an important place in the economy and act as the main 
source of replenishment of labor resources. Having creative abilities, developing 
their physical, mental, and social qualities, young people are among the carriers 
of the intellectual potential of society, and they have a great social and profes-
sional perspective. They are capable of faster acquisition of new knowledge, 
occupations, and professions than any other social group” [9, p. 67]. 

It becomes a source of their cognitive and professional interest, as well as the 
desire to improve their educational and professional level. Accordingly, they are 
more inclined towards professional literature, which often implies purchasing it.

As I. S. Kon notes, 
“youth is a socio-demographic group, allocated according to their aggregated 
age characteristics, features of social class, and other socially-psychological 
characteristics” [9, p. 63]. 

The sociologist V. T. Lisovsky agrees with such definition [12, p. 32].
Young people have psychological features that are manifested directly in their 

consumer behavior. The formation of the ideology of consumerism had an impact 
on the way of life for the contemporary youth, including their leisure. Students’ 
leisure activities outside of consuming recreational services or goods decreased to 
a minimum. Overall, consumption for leisure prevails over other spheres of activ-
ity [13]. These features of young people affect the fact that they tend to something 
new and unusual, which can usually be found in books.

The book has become a part of the ‘consumption’; a person, buying a book, 
believes that it should entertain, please, and teach him or her anything for the mon-
ey spent. In this case, the problem is the quality of reading [12], which differs 
significantly in different periods of humankind. So do the requirements for the 
books’ content and design.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For better understanding of the situation in the book market and consumer behav-
ior, the authors have conducted a secondary analysis of the Russian research data. 
In the second half of 2015, the Russian Public Opinion Research Centre (VTsIOM) 
published data on how many books on average Russians had read over the previous 
three months and what genres they preferred. 1,600 people were interviewed in 
130 settlements in 42 Russian regions, territories, and republics [5].

It turned out that in 2014, the Russians began to read more — an average of 4.55 
books in the previous three months, while a year before that (2013), this figure was 
4.23, and in 2011—3.94. However, this figure still does not exceed the level of twen-
ty years ago: 5.14 books in 1992. Residents of big cities (over a million of people) 
often preferred reading (6.26). Women read much more often than men (5.07 vs. 
3.76) [5].

It is reported that 35% of respondents did not read books, compared to 27% in 
2009. One may also note the following interesting trend: the smallest number of 
respondents who never read books, was in the category from 18 to 24 years old 
(26%), while the largest—in the category of 60 years and older (42%). At the same 
time, on average, people 18-24 y. o. read least of books in three months (3.56 
books), while 60 y. o. and older — most (5.28).

According to the authors’ research, conducted on the target group of students 
and young consumers of the book market, this can be explained by the fact that 
leisure activities (such as walking with friends, social networking, the Internet, 
movies, and TV shows) took over reading. More than a third of respondents called 
it one of the main types of their leisure activities. In addition, more than two-thirds 
(70.1%) read less than three hours a week. Thus, the importance of reading for 
young people is very low.

This attitude towards books may to some extent explain the behavior of the youth 
in the book market.

The study of the Tyumen youth in 2018 (the target sample included 204 people) 
showed that 72.3% of surveyed young people follow their friends or acquaintances’ 
advice when looking for new books; 64.4% find information about books on social 
networks; 26.7% are looking for such information on the spot, i. e. in bookstores, 
and 19.9% browse bookstores’ websites; 8.9% of respondents visit the publishers’ 
websites, and 6.3% read book reviews in various magazines. Other options includ-
ed “recommendations of book bloggers” and “one’s own preferences”.

A cluster analysis of consumer attitudes to different factors identified two groups 
of consumers who buy books. There are similarities between them on three issues. 
The range of products in shops and their price are fairly important for both groups, 
and the content of the book is very important. 

However, there are some differences. The quality of purchased books for the 
first cluster is very important, while the second cluster finds it fairly important. The 
graphic design of purchased books is fairly important for the first cluster, although 
it is it is fairly unimportant for the second one. The popularity of the book, its au-
thor, and series are fairly important to the first cluster, while they are fairly unim-
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portant for the second one. The publisher who published the book is fairly impor-
tant for the first cluster and not at all important for the second. Special offers and 
promotions offered by bookstores are fairly important for the first cluster and 
fairly unimportant for the second cluster. 

The clusters turned out to be different in their sizes. The first cluster is the small-
est: it included 43 respondents, i. e. 21.1% of the total number of respondents. The 
second cluster is larger: there were 143 respondents, i. e. 70.1% of the total number 
of respondents; 18 values (8.8%) were omitted.

Thus, the first cluster can be characterized as people who find any factor more 
or less important while selecting books; and the second one (the most numerous) — 
as people who only care about the book being in stock, having a reasonable price, 
and being interesting.

As for the fall in demand for books, more than two-thirds of respondents said 
they purchased books, but 57.8% of them did so only every six months and rarer. 
The vast majority of respondents bought one or two books at a time. 

However, what is the reason for such fall in demand? Among its reasons, the 
respondents indicated a very high price (68.9%). That is an obvious reason. Ac-
cording to the industry report of the Federal Agency for Press and Mass Commu-
nications, book publishers deliberately increase the cost of book production (more 
than 1.5 times since 2008) to compensate for the decline in sales in real terms [6]. 
Yet, the survey data show that consumers (in this case, young people) are dissat-
isfied with the state of affairs. Publishers may need to think of another way to 
sustain the market, otherwise, it will collapse before they come to their senses. 

In addition, the respondents also noted that they could refuse to buy the book, 
because they could read it on the Internet. Book piracy has flourished in Russia for 
a very long time. Sufficiently active measures to combat piracy and protect copy-
right have not been applied until relatively recently. Therefore, accustomed to al-
most any information—books, movies, TV series, music, etc.—being freely avail-
able (in particular, on torrent trackers), Internet users believe it will continue this 
way. Human society cannot develop without supervision and management, im-
proving its forms and methods. Thus, it is the role of the management to solve this 
problem. It is either necessary to dispel people’s hopes by tightening the policy on 
piracy, or to offer legal ways of accessing the information. The price for the latter 
should be affordable, too, as high prices for books also turn young people to less 
expensive (or totally free) ways to access the necessary information (the book), 
which are often pirate sources. 

Copyright owners who have invested in the creation of a work, have every right 
to the remuneration, there is no doubt about that. However, the whole culture with 
all its diversity is the heritage of the whole humankind. It is, therefore, necessary 
to find a solution that satisfies both parties. 

One of the external factors of consumer behavior includes groups and environ-
ment. Consumers of books often find information in social networks or receive it 
via friends and acquaintances’ advice. They rarely visit bookshops’ and in particu-
lar publishers’ websites. Thus, social networks seem best for advertising book 
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products, as it will significantly promote the information about books among young 
age groups.

CONCLUSION
This article was aimed at analyzing consumer behavior of youth within the Tyumen 
book market. The study assessed the importance of reading for young people, in-
cluding as a leisure activity. Reading remains relevant to the youth, although the 
youth spends relatively less time when doing so. The most important form of leisure 
for young people is communication—they obtain all the necessary information 
about books for the further purchase this way, asking their friends and acquaint-
ances (personally or via social networks). Information about books is best distrib-
uted on social networks; moreover, it would be useful to reorient social networks 
so that they could sell book products.

Most consumers when choosing a book are interested in its content, price, and 
availability. Therefore, some book publishers (of niche publications) may not need 
to invest heavily into book printing quality and graphic design. That will only in-
crease the price with little to no profit, while doing otherwise may reduce the loss-
es and contribute to the improvement of the situation on the book market. 

A consumer may refuse to buy books because of the high price, which is a con-
sequence of the policy of publishers to keep the book trade at the same level in 
monetary terms when sales fall in physical terms. Another reason for refusing to 
buy a book can be the availability of books on the Internet thanks to pirate sites. 
These two reasons explain the fall in demand for printed books on the market.

The state is the guarantor of the rights and obligations of its citizens. In this 
regard, the state should take measures either to strengthen the fight against piracy 
or to provide less expensive yet legal access to the information.

In general, the observed trend of decreased printed books purchases will most 
likely continue, as gradual replacement of printed books with digital options can 
be observed in the contemporary world.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the essential features of modern society is the presence of a significant 
number of risks. They constantly arise in society, having a negative impact not only 
on the whole society but also on such its elements as social groups, institutions or 
people. The increase in the number of risks causes the emergence of various types 
of security. One of them is social security.

The concept of “society without risk” allows us to consider modern society as 
something posing risk. The classics of the world sociology distinguish its various 
characteristics. Thus, E. Giddens points to the globalization of social life [2], N. 
Luhmann focuses on the universal interest in extreme alternatives that violate the 
conditions for social harmony and communication [7], and U. Beck distinguishes 
general fear and production of risk [1]. The basic institution of the risk society is 
safety. This institute manifests itself on a global scale, permeates all spheres of 
public life (from macro to micro level), and forms modern ideology and social 
relations. Its formation is traced in a historical retrospect. It is no coincidence that 
in foreign science, for example, the research conducted in the context of “sociol-
ogy of risk” [6, 13, etc.] has become widespread.

Based on the theory of “institutional matrices” by S. G. Kirdina, we came to 
the conclusion that social security is one of the institutional forms of the institution 
of security [4, 5]. The institutional forms of the modern security institution are 
represented by the types of security, their formation is also historically conditioned. 
The following features form the basis of the “internal structure” of the security 
institution: the globality and consistency of manifestation; penetration into all 
levels of society (from macro to micro); already formed stable social relations, 
which can be described as “the desire to achieve relative security in a situation of 
social risk”; presence of sense of fear; preventive nature of the measures used to 
eliminate the risk.

In this article, social security is considered at the meso and micro levels of Rus-
sian society. The meso level is represented by Russian industrial enterprises. The 
object of research in the article is Mining and Chemical Combine (MCC), located 
in Zheleznogorsk, Krasnoyarsk Territory. At the micro-level, we examine the views 
of employees on the social security of the MCC, which is the subject of our study. 
The purpose of this article is to analyze the ideas of workers of a large industrial 
enterprise in Siberia about the social security of this enterprise in the context of its 
modernization.

FEATURES OF SOCIAL SECURITY AT THE MESO LEVEL
Social security of a modern Russian industrial enterprise is a system based on so-
cial reserves of labor. In the social environment of the enterprise, they reduce the 
emerging social risks (Fig. 1). Moreover, all social reserves of labor are equally 
accessible to all employees of the enterprise.

The peculiarities of the social security functioning of a Russian industrial en-
terprise derive from the administrative hierarchy of industrial enterprises. As a 
rule, their control system mirrors the Russian system of supreme power. That is, 
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we can talk about the centralised hierarchic vertical of industrial enterprises man-
agement. It looks like this: an enterprise—a group or division (several enterpris-
es of similar output, type of activity, and so on)—an industrial sector (energy, 
nuclear, metallurgical). Thus, strategy, tactics, and principles are determined, at 
the sector level, the means and methods of social security of the organization are 
selected. At the same time, social policy is a means of implementing social secu-
rity. At the enterprise, it is intended to change the social environment until the fear 
of employees to lose payments disappears. If during the implementation of social 
security, the fear of employees to lose reward decreases, then social security is 
recognized as effective. If not, then it undergoes changes, starting at the sector 
level. The vector of the social security performance of an industrial enterprise 
allows identifying the type of industrial society that prevails in a given historical 
period in the social environment of an industrial enterprise. With negative results, 
an enterprise is dominated by a society that threatens an employee with loss of 
reward for labor relations, while with positive results dominates a society, which 
increases an employee’s confidence in maintaining reward for labor relations.

FEATURES OF SOCIAL SECURITY AT THE MICRO LEVEL
The subject and object of social security of an industrial enterprise are hired work-
ers. The pressure of the dangerous environment in which a modern industrial en-
terprise exists sets a goal for them to protect the only demanded industrial resource, 
their work, from dangerous situations that arise in the social environment of an 
enterprise. At the same time, employees are not afraid of losing the labor itself, but 
the rewards for the labor relations  that arise between them and the entrepreneurs.

To analyze the features of social security at the micro level, a post-non-classical 
universum sociological paradigm is used, which expresses the features of the cur-
rent stage of the development of this science.

The tendency of transition in the Russian sociological thought to the post-non-clas-
sical stage was outlined at the end of the 20th century. The universum paradigm is 
based on 

“synergetic, complementation principle, fractal approach, ideas of Russian an-
thropocosmism, Eastern philosophy, diatropics, interdisciplinary and integrated 
approach to the analysis of social reality, synthesis of humanitarian and natu-
ral-science knowledge, the use of polyparadigm approaches, expansion of con-
ceptualization of the subject of sociology and deletion of interdisciplinary dif-
ferences with the socio-humanistic sciences, perception of society in the unity 
of its natural-cosmic relations and dimensions” [11, p. 5].

The basis of this paradigm is the methodological principle of the minimum uni-
versum, which was formulated by V. G. Nemirovsky in 1991. It 

“is a generalized archetype expressing the smallest number of characteristics 
necessary to describe the structure and dynamics of any developing system. 
Expressing the most general laws of the evolution of matter, it represents a ma-
trix on the basis of which the development process of any system is carried out” 
[10, p. 47]. 
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According to the author, “the matrix of the minimum universum principle can 
be “put” on any society or its element to determine the structure and dynamics. 
Briefly, it can be described as follows: two elements, three levels, five states, sev-
en layers, twelve qualities” [12, p. 37].

In accordance with the methodological principle of the minimum universum, an 
employee is an indivisible proto-system. Its two polar elements are social security 
and social risk. In the social environment of a modern industrial enterprise, they 
constantly influence an employee, forming an industrial society around him. The 
predominance of a negative or positive type of society is determined by the effec-
tiveness of the social security of an enterprise. Depending on the performance, the 
fear of the worker to lose the reward for labor relations decreases or increases.

Any system includes such levels: 1. Materially energetic. 2. Functionally organ-
izational. 3. Informational. The analysis of social risks arising in the social envi-
ronment of an industrial enterprise was carried out at each of the three mentioned 
levels; such risks determine whether an employee has a sense of fear to lose the 
reward for labor relations. 

The materially energetic or pragmatist level of social security includes such 4 
risks as “decrease in the economic well-being of an employee”, “decrease in the 
process safety of an employee”, “decrease in the employee’s health”, and “decrease 
in the environmental safety of an employee”. The risks in the social environment 
of an enterprise reduce the ability of employees to meet their daily needs, which 
may hinder the formation of subsequent levels.

The second level of any system, functionally organizational level, is expressed 
by risks leading to a fall of social stability of an enterprise in the eyes of an em-

Fig. 1. Minimization of social risks of a modern industrial enterprise  
with the help of its social reserves
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ployee. In accordance with the principle of the minimum universum, the employ-
ee meets his social needs at this level. According to our research, the presence in 
the social environment of an enterprise of such “risks adversely affects the forma-
tion of social relations of an employee both within the primary production collec-
tive and within the enterprise, his confidence in the future, satisfaction with his 
position in the enterprise. Only by minimizing them with the help of social secu-
rity, an employee acquires the need to move to the third information level of the 
system functioning” [3, p. 91].

Among the risks arising in the social environment of a modern industrial enter-
prise, the third informational level of the methodological principle of the minimum 
universum includes two risks, namely, “the fall of the scientific-technical and tech-
nological potential of an employee” and “the fall of the significance of feedback 
in the employee’s eyes”. These risks do not allow employees to participate in in-
dustrial management, complicate the understanding of the significance and impor-
tance of their decisions for the development of the enterprise, and reduce the need 
for professional growth and creative initiative.

The transition by the system of five stages is the next stage of the development. 
The five stages include birth, formation (evolution), the peak of the development 
(change), decay and disappearance (qualitative transformation).

At the birth stage, certain social risks are formed in the social environment of 
an enterprise. In turn, the employee has the need to minimize them. The time in-
terval for the emergence of social risks may be different. Certain risks arise for the 
employee during the period of getting employed, others—in the process of his 
labor activity. In that case, social security of an enterprise helps him to minimize 
the social risks that have arisen, and social danger leads to their growth.

At the stage of formation, the employee can observe objectification of the need 
to minimize the social risks that have arisen at the birth stage. This need turns into 
a motive and stimulates the employee to form goals and ways of their implemen-
tation. In this situation, social security of an enterprise provides him through social 
policy with various options to meet an objectified need. Social danger, in turn, 
further aggravates the need to minimize social risks due to the lack of measures to 
eliminate them.

At the peak of the development or change, we observe the culmination of the 
realization or frustration of the need to minimize social risks. If the employee suc-
ceeds to find a suitable option to minimize social risk, then his need for social 
security is realized. In this case, his fear to lose the reward for labor relations  de-
creases. If the employee fails to find a suitable option to minimize social risk, the 
need for social security is not realized. The social risks are increasing. In that case, 
the strengthening of the fear of the employee to lose the reward for labor relations  
is observed.

At the fourth stage, the employee’s need to minimize social risk is weakening. 
Since this stage is characteristic only of a developing system, it is considered ex-
clusively for social security.
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At the fifth stage of disappearance or qualitative transformation, the emergence 
of new risks in the enterprise’s social environment occurs, as well as the need to 
minimize them. Whether the employee can realize these needs again or not depends 
on the established social security of an enterprise. All five stages are cyclical and 
progressive.

Further, the development of social security and social risk of a modern industri-
al enterprise takes place with the formation of seven layers and manifestation of 
twelve qualities.

Thus, the methodological principle of the minimum universum allowed revealing 
that the needs of hired workers are the basis of the social security of a modern indus-
trial enterprise at the micro level. Their satisfaction with the help of social security 
leads to a decrease in the fear of loss of reward for labor relations and vice versa.

THE IDEAS OF WORKERS OF THE MINING AND CHEMICAL 
COMBINE ABOUT THE SOCIAL SECURITY OF THE ENTERPRISE 

DURING THE PERIOD OF MODERNIZATION OF THE ENTERPRISE
The study of the views of the workers of the Mining and Chemical Combine on 
the social security of the enterprise during the period of modernization was carried 
out using the questionnaire survey method.

In this case, the object of the study was the social security developed at the Min-
ing and Chemical Combine. The subject of the study was the ideas of employees 
about the existing social security of the enterprise. The selected research period is 
the period of modernization of the enterprise (from 2012 to 2017). During that 
period, a number of new productions were launched at the Mining-Chemical Com-
bine, and significant changes occurred in the social sphere of the enterprise.

The questionnaire Study of the ideas of employees of the enterprise about the ex-
isting social security of the Mining and Chemical Combine was conducted at the 
beginning (November—December 2013) and at the end (Summer 2017) of the en-
terprise modernization period. The sample population  is 1,120 people (2013), 1,000 
people (2017). Statistical data processing was carried out using SPSS Statistics 20.0 
programme. The practical implementation of the tasks at hand was carried with the 
method of correlation, factor and cluster analysis.

The main semantic elements of the analysis became the “social security indica-
tors”. They were formulated based on the needs of employees in the categories 
used to denote social reserves of labor. Twenty-one indicators of social security 
were highlighted. Their hierarchy was created based on the Maslow Theory [8, 
12]. This theory allowed us to divide all human needs into five groups: physiolog-
ical needs, safety need, protection need, social needs, the need for self-esteem and 
self-actualization.

The analysis of the workers’ perceptions of the existing social security of the 
Mining and Chemical Combine began with the consideration of the general emo-
tional state of the staff. The results of the study conducted in 2013 recorded the 
predominance of moderately positive perception of the situation at the plant. Most 
respondents indicated that MCC is a developing or stably developing enterprise. 
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About a third of employees considered the plant experiencing difficulties. The op-
tion with an extremely negative evaluation (“falling into decline”) was chosen only 
by 6% of the respondents. In the comments that respondents left to the question, 
they indicated the reasons for choosing negative evaluations of the MCC activity. 
Among them, there was an insufficient development rate, full or partial degradation 
of production. The survey of 2017 showed a similar picture. Table 1 presents the 
employees’ assessment of the current state of the plant for the period of conducting 
the sociological research. As we can see, these estimates are fairly stable.

The term “social security” itself was unfamiliar to the employees of the Mining 
and Chemical Combine. In the production activities, they did not come across it. 
For that reason, the answer “the term social security is unfamiliar to me” was cho-
sen by 98% of respondents, 2% undecided. For the term social policy, the picture 
was different: 95% of the respondents knew it, 89% could explain its meaning. 
Relying on the answers that workers gave to the unfinished sentence “Social pol-
icy of the plant is ...”, we were able to find out that in common sense the plant 
personnel represents social policy as an activity aimed at protecting employees of 
an enterprise from all sorts of threats. The main attention, in their opinion, should 
be given to social benefits, guarantees and working conditions.

The employees of the enterprise believed that all of the risks we considered were 
present in the enterprise. According to our data, the first survey showed that most 
clearly manifested three of those risks; the respondents most often noted the following 
risks: the fall of the social stability of the enterprise in the eyes of the employee, the 
decrease in the economic well-being and industrial safety. In particular, the risk of the 
fall of the social stability of an enterprise in the eyes of the employee as something 
relevant for the social environment of the MCC in 2013 was noted by 45% of the 
respondents (42%—KU , 47%—reactor plant, 48%—radiochemical plant, 43%—
isotope chemical plant). The risks of economic well-being decrease of the employee 
were considered relevant by 28% of the respondents, and the risks of the industrial 
safety decrease—by 34% of employees. In 2017, another risk was added to the pre-
viously identified risks, namely, the risk of the fall of the scientific-technical and 
technological potential of workers. Table 2 presents the employees’ assessment of the 
social risks prevailing in the social environment of the enterprise in different years.

Table 1. Estimation of the actual condition of the plant employees (% of the total 
number of respondents)

Assessment criterion Time period, %
2013 2017

The combine is developing 43 42
The combine is working steadily, but isn’t developing 22 24
The combine is experiencing difficulties 27 28
The combine is falling into decline 6 5
Undecided 1 1
Other 1 0
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The attitude of the MCC personnel to the social policy pursued at the plant, on 
the basis of sociological surveys, is characterized as moderately satisfied. Only 
17% of the respondents turned out to be “completely satisfied” with the social 
policy, 59% are “rather satisfied ” with it. There are also 23% of dissatisfied ones. 
Among them dominate those who are “partially dissatisfied” with the current social 
policy. “Fully dissatisfied” constituted 5% of the total number of interrogated plant 
workers. In 2017, the number of the workers “rather dissatisfied” with the social 
policy increased. This is especially noticeable in the example of the reactor (21%) 
and radiochemical (30%) plants. At the same time, the number of “fully satisfied” 
decreased. In the comments that respondents left to the question, they indicated 
the reasons for their dissatisfaction: carrying out an assessment of workplaces, 
inability to raise bonus payment  for several years, problems with the supply of the 
necessary equipment and inventory. Table 3 presents the assessment by the em-
ployees of the social policy pursued at the plant.

A sociological survey showed that a moderately satisfied attitude of workers to 
the social policy functioning at the combine encourages them to attempt to intro-
duce changes in it. For example, in 2013 workers who wanted to make changes in 
the social policy turned out to be 61%. They prevailed at the radiochemical (64%) 
and isotope-chemical (62%) plants. The percentage of the respondents who con-

Table 2. Assessment by employees of social risks prevailing in the social environment 
of the enterprise (% of total respondents)

Assessment criterion Time period, %
2013 2013 

Risks of decrease in employees’ economic well-being 28 37
Risks of decrease in employees’ process safety 34 30
Risks of decrease in employees’ scientific-technical and technological potential 17 28
Risks of decline in employee’s health 7 9
Risks of decrease in employee’s ecological safety 8 10
Risks of falling social stability of an enterprise in the employee’s eyes 45 42
Risks of decrease in importance of feedback in the employee’s eyes 15 10

Table 3. Assessment by the Mining and Chemical Combine’s employees of the social 
policy in 2013 and 2017 (% of the total number of respondents)

Assessment criterion Time period, %
2013 2017 

Fully satisfied with the social policy 17 12
Rather satisfied with the social policy  59 50
Rather dissatisfied with the social policy 18 24
Completely dissatisfied with the social policy 5 8
Undecided 0 1
Other 1 3
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sidered that the social policy did not require changes was 27%. The largest per-
centage of such workers worked for the reactor plant (32%). In 2017, the number 
of those who wanted to “make changes in the social policy occasionally” increased. 
The number of respondents who believed that the social policy did not require 
changes decreased.

The correlation analysis revealed the presence of significant correlations (p <0.05) 
and correlations at the tendency level (p <0.1) between various indicators of social 
security. The resulting correlations have shown that all indicators in the social en-
vironment of an enterprise in one way or another influenced each other. The reduc-
tion of the level of implementation of at least one of them has a negative impact 
on the others.

The factor analysis revealed the hidden views of the MCC staff on the “impor-
tance” and “feasibility” of social security indicators. The group of “important” 
included 15 of 21 indicators. In addition, the factor analysis revealed the presence 
in the social environment of the enterprise of 8 weakly feasible indicators (Fig. 2). 
These included such indicators as “material well-being”, “living conditions of an 
employee”, “maintaining balance between working hours and private time”, “qual-
itative working conditions”, “monitoring of the ecological situation in the workplace 
and in the living area”, “employee’s confidence in the future”, “career opportuni-
ties”,“inclusion of an employee in production management ”. The first place among 

Fig. 2. The influence of poorly implemented indicators of social security  
on the social reserves of labour 
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them was taken by five indicators belonging to the group of physiological needs 
and the group of safety needs. For each remaining group of needs, one weakly 
feasible indicator was identified.

The correlation of weakly feasible indicators with the social reserves of labor 
revealed what labor reserves in the social environment of the plant were experi-
encing difficulties in the implementation process. Such social reserves turned out 
to be more than a half, more precisely, 5 out of 7.

The measures embodied in them, according to the employees of the plant, were 
not able to minimize the risks arising in its social environment during the period 
of modernization. Therefore, we can conclude that the social security of that peri-
od did not allow the personnel of the plant to achieve relative safety in situations 
of social risk. The social environment of the plant during the period of moderni-
zation is characterized by the presence of a significant number of social risks. 
According to the employees, most of the risks constantly occur, and the existing 
social reserves of labor cannot cope with them. In this situation, the fear experi-
enced by employees regarding the loss of reward for their work is intensifying. The 
performance of social security becomes negative. Within the plant, a society is 
formed that threatens the employee with the loss of reward for labor relations.

The cluster analysis revealed three social types of views of the plant’s employ-
ees on the social security existing at the MCC.

The representatives of the smallest first type—“movement towards positive”— 
noted the situational influence of the weakly realizable indicators of the social 
security on the social environment of the MCC. Therefore, insufficient degree of 
their implementation leads to the emergence of only periodic social risks at the 
plant. Some of them can be solved with the help of social policy immediately, some 
require additional measures.

The representatives of the prevailing second type-“standing in the same place”-
note the frequent influence of weakly realizable indicators of social security on the 
social environment of the MCC. Therefore, insufficient degree of their implemen-
tation leads to the periodic emergence of social risks at the plant. The instantaneous 
measures are not enough to eliminate such risks. They require significant changes 
in certain social policy measures.

The representatives of the third type—“stagnation and degradation”—noted the 
constant impact of weakly feasible indicators of social security on the social envi-
ronment of the MCC. Therefore, insufficient degree of their implementation leads 
to the emergence of constantly existing social risks at the plant. To eliminate them, 
a complete revision of the existing social policy measures is needed.

However, despite the social type to which an individual employee belongs, it is 
typical for all personnel to realize the constant presence of the risk of the decrease 
in the economic well-being of an employee in the social environment of the plant. 
In the opinion of all workers, it has the greatest negative impact on the social se-
curity of the enterprise.
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CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, the combination of two approaches, namely, institutional, repre-
sented by the theory of institutional matrices by S. G. Kirdina, and post-non-clas-
sical universum theory by V. G. Nemirovsky, allowed us to analyze systemati-
cally the respondents’ ideas about the social security. The use of empirical data 
shows that the subject of our research can be effectively analyzed from the 
standpoint of the above theoretical and methodological approaches. Thus, the 
purpose of the article seems to be achieved. In conclusion, we would like to note 
that the analysis of the ideas of the employees of the Mining and Chemical Com-
bine about the social security existing at the enterprise showed insufficient sat-
isfaction of the staff with its implementation. More than half of workers note that 
there are social risks in the plant environment that the existing social security 
cannot cope with. In this regard, it needs substantial improvement. At the same 
time, monitoring studies of the ideas of employees of an enterprise about social 
security should play an important role.
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INTRODUCTION
It is possible to evaluate any society on such a criterion as the women’s status, 
attitude towards her. Striving for social well-being means ensuring women and 
men equal rights and the absence of discrimination, undeserved inconvenience, 
oppression, judgment.

Stigmatization affects different strata and categories of the population. The pe-
culiar labels, indicators that people use to denote certain social phenomena have  
entered the ordinary consciousness and culture of society.

Nowadays, stigma becomes a symbol of relations, a discriminator of the sta-
tus-hierarchical delimitation of society. It is frequently fixed in proverbs and folk 
sayings, especially in the field of gender relations. They acquire a touch of cen-
tury-old discrimination. The proverbs «баба с возу — кобыле легче» (It’s eas-
ier for the horse to start when the woman gets off the cart), «волос долог — ум 
короток» (hair is long—mind is short)—serve as an example of the low status 
of  women). Formally, having equal political rights with men, women remain 
under the pressure of social stereotypes that posit politics as a non-female en-
gagement. Stigmatization is largely the source of this attitude, the consequences 
of which are reflected in a low level of women’s involvement in political pro-
cesses.

Research on stigmatization is presented in the theories of symbolic interaction-
ism (E. Goffman, G. H. Mead), social exchange (P. Blau, B. F. Skinner), J. Baudril-
lard’s theses on simulacra, P. Sorokin’s developments on symbols and their role in 
interaction, social constructivism (P. L. Berger and T. Luckmann), the concept of 
J. Toshchenko on centaurism and the phantoms of political consciousness, etc.

It should be noted that the authoritative sociological journal The Sociological 
Review devoted one of its last issues to this topic [23]. The authors of the intro-
ductory article published in this issue note that for 50 years after the publication 
of E. Goffman’s book, which became a bestseller [7], this concept has fully proved 
its heuristics in research on social stigma and its effect for expanding public un-
derstanding of stigma. However, the conceptual understanding of stigma inher-
ited from E. Goffman, along with the use of microsociological and/or psycho-
logical research on stigma, often raises questions about where stigma is produced, 
by whom, and for what purpose [24, p. 721]. In particular, the negative effects 
of stigma are considered at the community level [2], as well as in other social 
contexts.

It is impossible to ignore one of the fundamental works on this topic, that de-
scribes and the latest research in one of the central topics about the study of gender 
and politics—women, gender and politics. In this case, emphasis is placed on the 
comparison of developed and developing countries [14].

Studies [18] show that quotas can affect the increase of the women’s participation 
in leadership positions, especially when they increase amount of female applicants 
for these positions. However, there are other data showing that quotas rather de-
crease the various aspects of self-assessment of women’s participation in local 
politics. Studies in Lesotho indicate a lack of consideration of differences in qual-
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ification or competence between the groups of counsellors [4]. Based on research 
conducted in 159 developing countries, the authors conclude that countries with a 
higher proportion of women in the national parliament more likely adopt and im-
plement gender-oriented laws [22].

In Russian sociology there is a number of papers [11-13, 15, 16, 19, 26, etc.] 
devoted to political stigmatization both in general and in its various manifestations 
in relation to women. As we can see, the analysis of various forms and manifes-
tations of stigmatization of women in the political sphere is one of the focuses of 
modern sociology. At the same time, there are some not well-developed aspects 
of this problem showing the process of political stigmatization of women in mod-
ern Russian society. Despite the high representation and activity of women in 
modern Russia both in different authorities and political structures (not only offi-
cial but also opposition), well-known problems remain in this area. In particular, 
we can talk about the widespread cult of machismo, the suppression of women in 
the family, the frequent cases of harassment in the performance of their duties, 
including in political organizations, etc. Examples of that can be: the dismissed 
accusations of a number of political journalists against a deputy of the State Duma 
of the Russian Federation in alleged harassment, or a failure of a female president 
candidate. Of course, it’s more difficult to analyze the phenomenon of a female 
deputy of the State Duma of the Russian Federation voting against her party dis-
cipline. All these and some other factors prove the stigmatization of women’s 
activities in contemporary Russian politics. Therefore, we see the goal of this 
article in a theoretical analysis of the stigmatization of women’s participation in 
politics in modern Russia.

PART 1
The social roots of stigma go to antiquity, when stigma warned the Others. Those 
who did not fit into the standard, into the dominant relationships and rules of co-
existence received warnings. Deviation from the norm made a person or a group, 
a category of people noticeable, “appointed” to the persecution.

As the daily existence of people was institutionalized, political, sociocultural, 
or basically religious regulators of relations appeared, so that stigmas became le-
galized by custom or through formal codification of positions, stigmatizers’ respon-
sibility and pressure on the object of stigmatization.

As Yu. Komlev rightly points out, the assessment of deviation from the prescribed 
rules of behavior is fixed in 

“the mass consciousness due to the emergence of the first institutionalization: 
the establishment of rules, prescriptions, the rigid fixation of rewards for a par-
ticular deviation” [12, 19].

The abuse of the body, the infliction of physical suffering have become common 
in Europe and in our Russian society since ancient times. Torture and marks were 
legalized as the suppression of retreat. There were branding of the body with stains, 
burning, other marks. The scorched word “thief” on the forehead, “lily” on the 
women’s shoulder, stripes, details of clothing, even locations among the Others 
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began to serve as person’s identifying signs. Social inequality, established not only 
in the division of labor, but also in the status-hierarchical construction of social 
relations, has created the sanctions against violators of institutions, secured people 
of high ranks. Speech piety became a communication tool of distinguishing the 
ranks and competencies of people.

According to the classical works by E. Goffman, who was one of the first to 
study the concept of stigma, the existence of which is a widespread phenomenon, 
and does not belong to narrow categories [21].

In our opinion, 
“the key of stigma is the sticking of sustainable labels based on discrimination 
(prejudice, xenophobia, striving for segregation like lowering social status and 
then isolation)” [1].

The historical modification of women’s stigmatization has led to several notable 
trends:

 � stigma turns into an instrument of humiliation of personal dignity, a symbol 
of “second class status”;

 � stigma becomes an identifying mark of a social position among people;
 � there is a technological arrangement of publicity procedures, the effect of an 
exemplary measure, prevention (so that others will not commit a similar 
wrongdoing).

Prominent women often received positive stigma nicknames, pointing out their 
exclusivity. Margaret Thatcher, British Prime Minister became the “Iron Lady” 
with a reputation as an unbreakable person who is capable to make tough decisions. 
For many years, she has managed to gain credibility, and with all her iron grip, she 
was able to prepare government decisions, coordinate positions, work out possible 
risks of decisions and their resource provision. Her proposals did not meet strong 
resistance either in the House of Commons or in the establishment.

Women such as the Spanish Dolores Ibarruri who was awarded stigma “La Pa-
sionaria” (the Passionflower), a furious fighter for justice, were made a symbol of 
sacrifice, leaderism.

Women’s participation in politics did not correlate with the prescribed social 
role of the mother of the household, and their low degree of politicization was 
explained by historical traditions or attribution of qualities which were unsuitable 
for political activity (emotionality, passivity, dependence, lack of a sense of sanity, 
etc.). The spread of feminism pushed researchers to analyze the problems of dis-
crimination of women in politics (related, among other things, to the lack of aspi-
rations to winning high official positions) [3, p. 62].

Over the past decades, in global public opinion (this concerns not only developed 
Western countries, but also a number of states in the East and Latin America), po-
litical stigmatization of women is largely a thing of the past: the names of women 
are widely known—active politicians and leaders of states and international organ-
izations. It is no coincidence, as we have already mentioned above, that global 
sociologists conduct research on political stigma basing on the materials from 
developing countries.
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A different social situation exists in modern Russia. Opinion polls show: 54% 
of respondents believe that, for example, gender does not matter in the Presidency 
vote, 38% of respondents consistently choose a male president, and only 5% will 
support a female president1.. An interesting fact is that the respondents argue that 
the explanation of the choice is not in favor of the woman by the same stable ste-
reotypes as the non-female engagement; female qualities (softness, emotionality, 
weakness, etc.; table 1).

It should be recognized that the leading factor in stigmatization (this fully applies 
to stigmatization of women in the political sphere) is the existence of social ine-
quality. It  also concerns contemporary Russian society. Most often, stigmatization 
refers to the worst thing of a person and becomes a tool to oust individuals from 
any relationship. Indeed, stigmatizers dissipate their personal space to approve their 
benefits. Hence compared with those who are labeled as excluded, stigmatizers 
raise both their status and their own self-esteem, blocking fears of being in the role 
of stigmatized.

There are the following effects of stigma on its carriers. Basically, this is a social 
exclusion. Breaking social ties and relationships gives a rise to an unconscious sense 
of guilt in a person, regular reminders of some inferiority (as a rule, existing only 
in the consciousness of the stigmatizer). Discriminatory forms of relations in which 
one finds himself lead stigmatized person to psychological depression, deviant forms 
of behavior and often cause both his unmotivated aggression and suicide.

Competitors and hostile supporters can stigmatize politicians and statesmen with 
defamation. Usually defamation refers to the truthful information that is not in-
tended for public. This method of public reprisal against a person does not apply 
for a crime. It’s all about hidden ideas and moral brakes.

One of the important functions of stigmatization is to ensure the orientation of 
the social individual in society, including  unfamiliar situations, which contributes 
to the formation of his attitude towards subjects whose appearance or behavior 
differs from generally accepted norms. It is important to note that often stigmati-
zation is carried out in a space closed from external public control.

We believe that 
“each spatial distribution of people is accompanied by diffuse stigmatization at 
different stages of the formation of the main tool of influence— stigma. Tension 
in relations before stigmatization, separation on political, social, economic or 
sociocultural grounds give rise to so-called stigmatoid forms of interaction. This 
is reflected in every space of the people’s private and public life” [21].

Family relationships also include the exchange of women. Since men are tradi-
tionally endowed with certain rights to women who belong to the circle of their 
relatives, G. Rubin believes that the “exchange of women” very concisely charac-
terizes the essence of the existing social system, which in many aspects deprives 
a woman of the opportunity to be independent [20].

1 Nationwide social survey by VCIOM-Sputnik on 17-18 September 2017, n = 1,200 re-
spondents [12]
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Table 1. The distribution of answers to the question “Why would you not support a 
woman candidate?” (open-ended question, no more than 2 answers, % of those who 
stated they would vote for a man-president under equal conditions)

Response options %

It is a non-female engagement 16

Women are weaker than men 12

Woman must look after a family and children 12

Women don’t have the kind of mind for politics 11

Women are more emotional and subjective 9

I don’t trust women 8

Women are softer than men 7

Women can’t handle it 6

Men always rule 5

We haven’t had women yet who are capable to rule the country 5

Men are more competent 3

It is a man’s code. 1

Women get a big head from the power 1

Other answers 4

Not sure 12

Source: nationwide social survey by VCIOM-Sputnik on 17-18 September 2017, n = 1,200 
respondents [12]
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The phenomenon of patriarchy from the perspective of feminist sociology oc-
cupies an important place in the study of gender inequality and its factors. K. Mil-
let specifies this concept, which has become paramount in understanding the ex-
isting gender inequality, in her work Sexual Politics, which she simply called “notes 
toward a theory of patriarchy” [17].

The author claims that women, like other minorities in patriarchal societies, 
are subjected to oppression [17]. Accordingly, elements of patriarchal conscious-
ness, that exist in the mass consciousness and are expressed in the social behav-
ior of people, contribute to political stigmatization of women in modern Russia. 
Moreover, such patriarchal ideas and attitudes do not only determine relations 
between men and women, parents and children, but also extend to other areas of 
public life, for example, the relationship between superiors and subordinates, the 
people and the authorities, in other words, they influence the political sphere of 
society. All this is due to the predominance of masculine stereotypes in our cul-
ture and mass consciousness. Patriarchal phenomena determine the Russian mass 
political consciousness, as well as the functioning of the institutions of political 
power. This logically leads to the exclusion of certain groups (including women 
as one of the most important social and demographic groups of society) out of 
politics and the labor market.

The peculiarity of political stigmatization is determined by its reference to the 
activities of people in the political sphere of society. Political stigma often has 
significant irrational components, since it is determined by the emotional perception 
of the population of a particular phenomenon of the political life, including specif-
ic politicians, political institutions, and organizations. For example, various labels, 
the formation of an image of a victim, etc. are widely used in the process of polit-
ical stigmatization.

The process of stigmatization in politics has a number of stages. In our opinion, 
they are preparatory, initial, main, and final.

Thus, stigmatization includes increasing social and psychological pressure on 
an individual or a social group, labeling the “victim”. All this leads to the devel-
opment of sustainable distrust, suspicion, which contributes to the emergence of 
depriving situations and can lead to social exclusion of a given social subject.

It is important to consider how the object of stigmatization perceives itself and 
its life; in this case, women seeking to participate in the political life of our coun-
try, but not always achieving the desired result in their activities. For example, 
stigma can be effectively used as a tool to achieve its political goal with the in-
volvement of certain mechanisms of social promotion, that have traditionally been 
used by some women to achieve any of their goals, including gaining formal pow-
er. In addition, the presence of stigma can justify any failures and difficulties that 
are not directly related to it; thus, it also performs a kind of psychotherapeutic 
function (according to E. Goffman, “secondary gains”). Being involved in politics 
women, often inadequately perceive the attitude towards them; stigma plays the 
role a psychological prism or “trick mirror” that makes it difficult for the stigma-
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tized subject to communicate with other people. In modern home political life, we 
can find a lot of similar examples. 

However, we must draw attention to the positive moments that stigmatization of 
women brings. In particular, women have the authority and a certain freedom of 
action in the context of their specific social functions without open levers of power. 

The scientific literature uses the concept of women’s power, which has become 
very widespread. It is used to characterize mainly the informal influence of wom-
en on making serious political and economic decisions. The search for ways and 
mechanisms of this influence is in the analysis of power relations. A reframing of 
new social practices of women’s participation in public politics and government 
decision-making is required. From the point of view of sociological theory, we 
consider it promising to study the theoretical issues of stigmatization of women’s 
participation in politics in modern Russia using a number of theories known in 
modern sociology, starting with the approaches of E. Goffman (which, as we know, 
are often called “dramaturgical perspective in sociology”). We are also talking 
about the concepts of social exclusion, social deprivation, theories of social ine-
quality, social anomie, etc. In fact, stigmatization is one of the most significant 
forms of social exclusion and discrimination, therefore we believe that it is possi-
ble to involve the authors who for more than one and a half hundred years have 
been analyzing the phenomenon of alienation: starting from K. Marx and his fol-
lowers (G. Simmel, E. Durkheim and M. Weber) to representatives of the Frankfurt 
School and many other scientists, including those who analyze this phenomenon 
through the prism of different terminology).

CONCLUSION
Thus, the phenomenon of stigma continues to exist in modern Russian society. It 
forms in people the behavior corresponding to their label in the context of the qua-
si-role imposed on them. To a large extent, this also applies to stigmatization of 
women’s participation in political life.

Based on the analysis of literature and socio-political practice, we presented a 
theoretical basis for the processes of stigmatization and stigmatization in relation 
to women’s participation in politics. We believe that it is wrong to consider stig-
matization as a negative process. In particular, in public politics, it can perform a 
number of functions. Stigma makes possible to identify the subjects of the political 
space, it is an important indicator for bonding the attitude to a specific subject, the 
owner of the label “victim”, and performs an orienting function. Stigma is a way 
to overthrow opponents, in general, any unacceptable people for any reason—this 
is its instrumental function. Yet, at the same time stigma can provide social control 
and order, fulfilling the ordering function.

However, the problem of stigmatization of women’s political participation is not 
an applied issue, it has serious social consequences. Firstly, the principles of social 
and political interaction are violated, to which we refer humanism, tolerance, jus-
tice, and mutual benefit. Secondly, research shows that stigma creates and reinforc-
es deviance. 
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We must notice the increased attention of the public and scientists to such an 
important aspect of the political stigmatization of women, such as the problem 
of sexual harassment, which significantly makes difficult their promotion and 
political participation. In this context, the topic of the existence and functioning 
of the political (as well as administrative) mechanisms of women’s promotion 
under the dominance of patriarchal attitudes in modern Russia remains practi-
cally unexplored, obviously, due to its “taboo” in the mass consciousness. It is 
possible to make the assumption that as a result of this, women, who belong to 
a certain socio-psychological type, often occupy high-ranking executive positions. 
Sociologists require closer attention to issues not directly related to the political 
participation of women, but generated by the same processes of stigmatization 
in our society: the problem of domestic violence, the conscious creation of dif-
ficulties for men-road users for women drivers and many other issues. Practical-
ly unexplored by sociologists is the political stigmatization of women of the 
so-called “obvious minorities”, for example, migrants, the indigenous small-num-
bered people, etc. As you can see, the problem of the stigmatization of the par-
ticipation of modern Russian women in politics has many unexplored aspects to 
be analyzed by sociologists.
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The construction of a new global model of the world order, a multipolar world that 
replaced the bipolar concept, is marked by spatial and time change of cultural, political, 
and economic centres, which inevitably entails strengthening of the positions of states 
in foreign policy, strengthening of relations of world powers on a variety of issues. The 
shift of centers should contribute to the harmonization of international relations, ac-
celeration of the social and cultural integration of the citizens of these states, and re-
jection of political and cultural hegemony. At the same time, in order to achieve geo-
political goals and preserve the status of the state as a center of power in the 
international arena, the means of ’soft power’ are used, which allows to get results for 
a long time and do not require constant external pressure”1. The concept of “soft pow-
er” implies cultural and political values, public diplomacy, economic attractiveness of 
the country, its symbolic capital in the form of image, reputation, and authority. The 
means of “soft power” are education, language, culture, science, and international re-
lations, which, on the one hand, is a potential, and on the other, a resource for building 
long-term partnership and friendly relations among countries.

Researchers reflecting on the concept of “soft power” as a means of world geopol-
itics, point out its difference from other means of the non-force influence of countries, 
for example, propaganda. In this comparative analysis, “soft power” is associated with 

1 Matveenko Yu. I., Galaeva M. G. 2015. “’Myagkaya sila’ kak faktor sovremennoj geo-
politiki” [“Soft Power” as a Factor of Modern Geopolitics]. PolitBook, no 1, p. 165-179.
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a positive connotation, in particular, with the formation of a trusting environment in 
which countries have the “right of choice.” Here, the priority is given to long-term 
interaction, the establishment of an open dialogue, in the center of which is subject-sub-
ject relations, rejection of manipulative strategies towards a partner country1. One of 
the manifestations of “soft power” is the integration of international scientific-research 
groups. This form of cooperation is a kind of transdisciplinary research opportunity, 
expanding methodological and cultural boundaries of scientific disciplines and aca-
demic communities, bringing together friendly countries.

The collaboration of Russian scientists – sociologists, economists, geographers, phi-
losophers, and ethnosociologists from Altai State Agricultural University, Altai State 
Technical University, Altai Classical University, Institute of Philosophy and Law of the 
Siberian Branch of the RAS; and Indian scientists from the Kalp Foundation, whose 
focus is on the comparative approach to the study of the sociocultural and biospheric 
systems of Altai and the Himalayas, represents the scientific community of our countries. 
The collective monograph of the scientists Altai and the Himalayas as the unique cul-
tural and biospheric regions of Eurasia contributes to the development of bilateral rela-
tions, and the effect of non-intrusive “soft power” here is obvious. Modern Russian-In-
dian relations are based on strategic economic and political partnership, the development 
of the defense industry, and participation in international alliances. Russia and India, 
while preserving a bright identity of each state, are dealing with many similar problems—
both at the domestic and international level2. The interest of Russian scientists in the 
study of Indian culture, philosophy, literature, philology, and ethnographic research is 
noted in the works of scientific Indological schools3, departments4, and centres5.

The difference of this scientific work lies in multidisciplinarity. The work shows 
various aspects of the extensive problem field, which contributes to the acquisition of 
new theoretical and applied knowledge. The strong grip of hands in a friendly dance, 
captured on the cover of the monograph, chosen as a visual material, opens the pages 
of the narrative about the cultural and historical memory, social and ethnic identity of 
the Altai and the Himalayas population, their historical role in the world creation.

1 Lebedeva M. M. 2017. ‘Myagkaya sila’: ponyatie i podhody [Soft power: the concept and 
approaches]. MGIMO Review of International Relations, no 3 (54), pp. 212-223.

2 Ivashchencev G. Rossiya-Indiya: partnerstvo v deystvii [Russia-India: Partnership in Ac-
tion] Accessed 2 May 2018. http://russiancouncil.ru/analytics-and-comments/analytics/
rossiya-indiya-partnerstvo-v-deystvii/ 

3 Famous Petersburg Indological School of professors I. P. Minaev, S. F. Oldenburg, and F. 
I. Shcherbatskaya, Department of Indian Philology, Faculty of Asian and African Studies, 
St. Petersburg State University.

4 Department of Philosophy and Culture of the Orient, Institute of Philosophy, St. Petersburg 
State University; Department of History of South Asia, Institute of Asian and African 
Countries, Lomonosov Moscow State University The Department of History and Philol-
ogy of South and Central Asia, Institute of Oriental and Classical Studies, Russian State 
University for the Humanities; Department of Pacific Asia, Institute of Oriental Studies 
- School of Regional and International Studies, Far Eastern Federal University.

5 Center of Indian Studies, Department of Theory and History of International Relations, 
St. Petersburg State University; Jawaharlal Nehru Cultural Centre at the Embassy of the 
Republic of India in the Russian Federation.
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The structure of the monograph is represented by four sections, each of which re-
cords the transformations of space and time of social institutions of mountain regions, 
the vital worlds of the population of Kinnaur and Uimon Valley, the features of the 
influence of glocal processes on the sustainable development of regions caught in the 
research focus and camera lens of Russian and Indian scientists. In the conclusion of 
the major study, recommendations are formulated, which allows considering the sci-
entific work as a valuable contribution to the array of transdisciplinary works in both 
theoretical and practical aspects.

The authors begin the narrative with a philosophical understanding of the role of Sibe-
ria and Northern India that “served and serve the purpose of reconciliation of peoples 
after bloody wars, act as a place of intensive dialogue between peoples and cultures” 
[p. 47]. The first section of the monograph presents the importance of the transportation 
and energy and Siberia-India cultural bridge in the system of Eurasian megaprojects. 
Scientists pay attention to the works of the Roerich family and N. S. Gumilyov. The fol-
lowing section presents the results of a sociological study carried out in the tradition of 
the quantitative methodology by Altai-Himalayan Initiative, an Indo-Russian internation-
al research group in Kinnaur, Himachal Pradesh state. The topic of this research is My 
vital world. The ethnographic immersion into the world of Kinnaur’s inhabitants through 
social, cultural, and religious practices of everyday life allows interpreting the role of 
traditional values in the context of global processes, the influence of which is becoming 
more and more tangible through the mobile system of generations’ values. The scale of 
values includes family, religion, education, work, attitude to material wealth, spiritual 
practices, level of ecological consciousness, ethnic identity, the influence of information 
technologies on lifestyle, and social cohesion with different groups of the population.

For the majority of the population, the survey results emphasize the importance of 
maintaining traditional values and enhancing the priority of existence among representa-
tives of one group of different ethnicity, although this does not at all represent the ethno-
centrism of this community. The opinions of the respondents regarding the further devel-
opment scenario of India illustrate the strong traditional values and links with the 
historical and cultural heritage, which is manifested in the answers about the need to choose 
their own unique path, taking into account their historical experience and best practices 
of other countries. The study determined that the lack of knowledge about The Altai Re-
public and the Indo-Russian relations is not an obstacle in the development of the two 
countries. Summarizing the results of the research, the authors give an expert assessment 
in questions of the prospects for expanding the problematic theoretical and empirical field.

The ethnographic description of Uimon Valley immerses the reader in the autheutic 
culture, history, and mythology of the population living in this territory. A comparative 
quantitative study conducted among the residents of the Ust-Koksinsky district of the 
Altai Republic confirms the importance of traditional values, among which is family, 
friendly relations with neighbors and colleagues. The differences were identified in the 
system of values, social attitudes of the population of Kinnaur and Uimon Valley in mat-
ters of professional competence and information technology consumption in everyday 
life, religion, which reflects functioning and state of social institutions, ethnic identity.

Researchers come to the conclusion based on the knowledge that “neotraditionalism, 
in general, is a basis of the modern ethnosocial development of both regions studied” 
[p. 183]. Traditional knowledge of the population, according to the researchers, requires 
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special attention to the part of the state in the form of a system of measures for preser-
vation and reproduction of traditional culture. The formation of an integrated scientific, 
cultural, economic, and educational cooperation is strategically important in the devel-
opment of relations. In our opinion, in this case, we can talk about the use of the political 
tool of “soft power”, directly related to such a concept as non-violence (that is, ahimsa), 
which has been a keynote through the whole history of an already independent India1.

The authors analyze the nature of globalization influences on the original culture of 
ethnic groups, lifestyle, and values in the context of the concept of neotraditionalism. The 
researchers distinguish negative factors that affect the quality of life of the Altai population: 
reconstruction of the household, regression of the village, its mono-ethnization, the for-
mation of closed urban ethnic groups, ethnic conflicts. At the same time, the researchers, 
based on empirical data, come to the conclusion about the dominance of traditional values, 
the role of collective action, consciousness, which continue to dominate the market-lib-
eral values. Thus, the scientists confirm the research hypothesis about the prevalence of 
well-established values, attitudes, worldview, and the lifestyle of the mountain regions 
population. Issues related to the analysis of the physical living space, territories filled with 
the sacred meaning of human and nature interaction, which reinforces the social signifi-
cance of space, do not escape from the research attention. The importance of the noospher-
ic principles of interaction is emphasized, which illustrates the level of spirituality and 
environmental awareness through the attitude to the territory of life, the territory of mean-
ing. The authors make recommendations for the elaboration of an economic model for the 
development of mountainous regions of Russia and India, the attention is focused on the 
possibilities of organic agriculture, the advantages of this approach are pointed out, as well 
as the potential of the “green” economy of Altai and the Himalayas.

A striking accent in the study is the appeal to the works by N. K. Roerich and S. N. Ro-
erich, whose legacy has had and continues to influence the culture of the two countries. 
In addition to the comparative analysis, the monograph shows the petroglyphic heritage 
of Altai and the Himalayas. In the end, the research interest shifts towards the gender 
subject matter, the archetypical images of a woman in Ochy-Bala, the Altai epos and in 
the Indian Puranas are analyzed. At the end of the collective work, the scientists focus 
on biospheric similarity, historical memory, and dialogue of cultures as meaning-making 
factors that reveal the commonality of the Altai and the Himalayas population.

The reviewed collective monograph can undoubtedly be regarded as a significant 
contribution to the corpus of comparative studies devoted to the analysis of the socio-
cultural and political aspects of Russian-Indian relations and bilateral interaction of 
the countries. Preserving the authenticity of lifestyle through consumer and cultural 
practices of everyday life in the context of globalization processes is progressively 
increasing the importance of traditional values. The incorporation of transdisciplinary 
knowledge into the understanding of culture, economics, social interactions of the 
population, biospheric functions of Altai and the Himalayas makes the collective work 
particularly important for scientists, diplomats, and politicians. This is another research 
perspective on the problem, the perspective that allows the readers to touch two dif-
ferent, but somewhat similar worlds.

1 Pechishcheva L. Strana jogi i Bollivuda [Country of Yoga and Bollywood]. Russia Inter-
national Affairs Council. Accessed 25 April 2018.
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On 18-19 May 2018, the Altai State University hosted a timely and very long-await-
ed event—the International scientific-practical conference I Rastov readings [Ras-
tovskie chteniya] Modern Challenges to Regional Society: Conflict and Potential for 
Stability. It was organized by the Faculty of Sociology of the Altai State University 
with the support of the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (as part of the project 
no 18-411-221002). The conference was dedicated to the 80th anniversary of the birth 
of Professor Yuriy Rastov, an outstanding Russian social scientist, sociologist, and 
conflictologist. Over a hundred of people attended the event—famous social scientists 
of Russia, researchers and teachers of sociology, conflictology and other social and 
humanitarian disciplines, representatives of the government, regional public organi-
zations, practitioners in the social sphere, postgraduate students, master students, and 
undergraduate students. As follows from the title of the conference, a whole series of 
speeches of its participants (O. N. Kolesnikova, V. V. Nagaitsev, A. M. Sergienko, 
T. F. Kryaklina, A. A. Udodenko, T. A. Semilet, R. A. Trofimova, E. A. Popov, O. T. Ko-
rosteleva, O. L. Sytykh, and others) was devoted to reviewing of the scientific heritage 
of Professor Yu. E. Rastov. In general, the event was remembered for the warm friend-
ly atmosphere and an open communication of participants. In the resolution of the 
conference adopted by the participants, its organizing committee was recommended 
to hold the Second Rastov Readings next year.

Yuriy Efimovich Rastov was born on 9 March 1938 in Barnaul (the Altai Territory) 
in the family of teachers. In 1960, he graduated with honors from the Barnaul State 
Pedagogical Institute with the degree in History and Literature. All working career of 
Yuriy Rastov is connected with the education and upbringing of students. He is work-
ing at the socio-humanitarian departments of universities in Barnaul. The teachers of 
Yu. E. Rastov, who formed his scientific views in the 1960s, were the founders of the 
Altai sociology—V. S. Barulin and N. A. Vorobev. Vladimir Semenovich Barulin, who 
was the Head of the Department of Philosophy at the Altai Polytechnic Institute, opened 
doors to a large group of future Altai sociologists, among them Yu. E. Rastov, M. Ya. Bob- 
rov, A. A. Udodenko, P. N. Guivan, V N. Filippov, A. P. Sukhanov, A. I. Orekhovskiy, 
V. D. Borovikov, V. P. Gusev, V. P. Rodionov, R. S. Kim, and others.
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Yuriy Efimovich Rastov has been engaged in sociological research in the Altai 
Territory since 1965. He is known as a researcher of the social problems of labor 
collectives, actual problems of public opinion, the electoral behavior, the conflict of 
local societies and the monitoring of social tensions in the Altai Territory. Highly 
developed intellect, versatile and deep knowledge, an impeccable logic of thinking, 
emotional sensitivity, a sincere desire to help his students, delicacy in communication, 
decency in everything — these and many other human qualities of Yuriy Rastov 
captivated many people who knew him. Yu. E. Rastov initiated in our region not only 
the first empirical sociological research but also the first scientific-practical confer-
ences on the subject of these studies. Being a gifted scientist in the field of social 
philosophy and a supporter of the revival of Russian sociology, Yu. E. Rastov sug-
gested to all his associates the idea of the perspective of an empirical study of social 
problems and the need for its natural fusion with the theoretical analysis. In 1969, 
Yu. E. Rastov defended his thesis for the degree of Candidate of Philosophy on the 
topic Work on a Voluntary Basis as a Social Phenomenon. Yu. E. Rastov initiated at 
the turn of the 60-70s of the 20th century the creation of the first sociological servic-
es at the plants and enterprises of the Altai Territory. The Department of Sociology 
was opened on the basis of the Regional University of Marxism-Leninism, which 
began to produce specialists with specialized sociological training. Yu. E. Rastov is 
one of the founders of the Faculty of Sociology at the Altai State University, where 
he has been working since its foundation, first as a professor of the Department of 
Sociology, and since 1992, as a Head of the Department of Empirical Sociology and 
Conflictology created by him. The department was one of the first in Russia to im-
plement the training of students in the specialty “Sociology”. In 1996, Yu. E. Rastov 
defended his doctoral thesis themed The Сonflict of the Population of the Provincial 
Region of Russia: the Processes of the Development, Study and Regulation.

Yu. E. Rastov is the author of over 200 publications, including a dozen monographs 
and textbooks. He worked in the editorial board of the journals Education and Social 
Development of the Region and Siberian Sociological Bulletin. Yuriy Rastov worked 
for a long time as a deputy chairman at the specialized Council for the Defense of 
Doctoral and Candidate Theses. Under his guidance, dozens of Ph.D., doctoral and 
master’s theses have been defended. Yu. E. Rastov is the author of a number of meth-
ods and techniques of empirical sociology, a theoretician of Russian conflictology, 
an authoritative specialist in the field of sociology of public opinion, social structure 
and social processes, the author of the concept of conflict of local societies, research 
methods for social processes mapping and pasportization of social conflicts. 
Yu. E. Rastov took the most active part in the opening of a new and one of the latest 
for ASU programme of study “Conflictology”, developed the State Educational 
Standard for “Conflictology”, which was launched in ASU in 2009.

During his scientific career, Yu. E. Rastov prepared a whole galaxy of students 
and followers who recall him with gratitude as a wise, responsive, and cheerful per-
son and who continue the work he began. The efficiency, demandingness, and re-
sponsiveness of Yu. E. Rastov found a lively response and deserved respect from the 
postgraduate, and undergraduate students, and colleagues.


